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FRANCE, SOVIET ENµ.GY, AND EUROPEAN SECURITY 

David M. Adamson February 24, 1984 



Apart from the East-West military balance, access to energy repres,ents 

the most important security issue for the Western industrial democracies. 

This has been clear s.ince at least October 1973, when the Arab oil embargo and 

the. ratcheting up of .the price of oil brought · into foc;:us the West's dependence 

on external sources of energy and its potential vulnerability to changes in 

the physical availability or price of that energy. 1 Reversing the postwar 

trend, the West since 1973 -- and particularly since the second oil crisis of 

1979-80 -- has reduced its foreign energy dependence. Yet the West would 

still pay a heavy price for a major interruption of its external energy 

2 supply. 

Foreign oil, mainly from the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 

Countries (OPEC) and other developing nations, remains the fulcrum of the 

West's potential energy vulnerability. Nevertheless, the decisions in recent 

years by key Western European countries to import increasing amounts of Soviet 

natural gas have raised new questions relating to Western Europe's energy 

security. The expanding Soviet-West European gas trade has also contributed 

to growing discord between the United States and its European allies over how 

to manage East-West relations. 

The purpose of this article is to probe the energy security issues 

associated with Western Europe's imports of Soviet gas. For reasons of 

economy of space and because France may become the most dependent of the West 

Europeans on Soviet .gas, the prime focus will be on France. The article 

begins with a brief overview of France's energy profile, followed by a review 

of Franco-Soviet energy trade. It then ad'dresses French and .comparative West 

European vulnerability to an interruption of Soviet gas supplies. The article 

concludes with a discussion of ways to strengthen European gas security. 
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The Energy Profile of France 

As was the case with the West ae:' a whole, postwar economic gr,owth in 

France had as a byproduct the diminution of France's energy autonomy. France 

moved from a domestic coal-fueled economy in which energy imports played an 

important but not overwhelming role to one based on foreign oil and (to a much 

lesser extent) foreign natural gas. As a result of this transition France's 

foreign energy dependence doubled -- from 38% in 1960 to 75.2% in 1973.
3 

In the face. of the increasing cost of imported oil and ever-dwindling 

domestic energy reserves, France after the oil crisis of 1973 embarked upon an 

aggressive domestic energy program under the center-right Administration of 

President Valery Giscard d'Estaing (1974-81). This program was designed to 

reduce French oil exposure through energy conservation and a vastly expanded 

nuclear power program, and by diversifying types and sources of energy imports. 

Despite the relative anti-nuclear power bias of the Socialist Party, the 

election of Francois Mitterrand to the French Presidency in 1981 brought 

little modification to the main lines of French energy policy. The Socialist 

government sought only marginal changes in the overall projected energy mix, 

notably by placing slightly less emphasis on nuclear power. In 1981 the 

Socialists projected relatively high energy supply needs for France, 

consistent with their expansionary economic policy. 

In·l982, however, the Mitterrand government shifted economic gears from 

reflation toward austerity. At this time, in anticipation of the preparation 

of France's Ninth Economic Plan (1984-89), the government established a 

commission headed by Noel Josephe to examine France's long-term energy 

requirements. The Josephe Report, completed in July 1983, drastically revised 

downward the Mitterrand government's forecasts of future French energy 

demand. 4 
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France's post-1973 energy policy -and the price incentives created by the 

oil price shocks of 1973-74 and 1979-80 combined to produce significant shifts 

in France's energy profile. From 1973 to 1980 energy consumption rose by only 

7.2% in France, while GNP rose by over 22%. Energy consumption actually fell 

each year beginning in 1980 despite continued (H very low) economic growth. 

Despite having the fourth highest per capita consumption of petroleum products 

of the major 0ECD countries in 1973, France had the second lowest in 1981. 

The shift away from the consumption of (foreign) oil was permitted by 

increases in the shares of hydroelectricity, natural gas ·and -- by far most 

important nuclear power in the French energy mix. By 1981 France had 

become the world's second largest nuclear power producer (after the U.S.). 

And with respect to the crucial figure of energy independence, France between 

1973 and 1981 made larger advances than any of the other major 0ECD countries 

5 except energy-rich Britain. 

Just as the evolution of France's energy independence figure between 1973 

and 1981 reflects hard-won gains, however, so it mirrors France's continuing 

massive dependence. With an energy independence figure of 35.4% in 1982. -- as 

against 24. 8% nine years before -- France still depended ·on external sources 

for almost two-thirds of its energy. Similarly, while the share of oil 

almost all of it imported -- in France's energy mix had fallen from 66% in 

1973 to 46.7% in 1982, France remained greatly dependent on foreign oil. And 

French efforts to diversify sources of oil had brought only limited results. 

While in 1973 the Middle East and North Africa provided 84.7% of French oil 

imports and Saudi .Arabia alone 22.4%, in 1982 the figures were 67.3% and 35.8% 

respectively. Thus the proportion or Middle Eastern and North African oil 

within France's oil imports had fallen appreciably (largely due to greater 

French imports from the North Sea and l!exico). Yet, dependence on France's 

6 most important oil trading partner had risen. 
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Within its overall energy mix, France's reliance on,Middle East and North 

African oil had fallen sharply -- from 55.9% in 1973 to 31.4% in +982. Still, 

the latter represented almost a third of France's energy, much of it (i.e., 

fuel for motor vehicles) difficult to replace with different energy types. 

Thus, as the Josephe Report cautiously put it, a, deep and prolonged cut in 

Middle East oil supply would probably entail "crisis scenarios difficult to 

imagine,"7 

Franco-Soviet Energy Trade 

Energy trade between Russia and Western Europe dates. to Czarist times. 

In the postwar period, however, Soviet oil exports to Western Europe became 

significant only in the 1960s. By 1980 the Soviet share of the Western 

European 

stood at 

oil import 

8 about 6%. 

market as a whole and of the French market in particular 

For several reasons Soviet oil exports to Western Europe clearly have not 

engendered serious European vulnerability to a Soviet. oil cut-off. First and 

most important, the Soviet market share remains small. Second, the world oil 

market currently is saturated (and may remai_n so for ·some time to come). 

Third, the EEC countries maintain oil stocks equivalent to 90 days of oil 

imports. Thus, given the easy transportability of oil, any drop in Soviet 

supply could quickly and easily be.replaced. In the future Soviet oil exports 

to Western Europe are expected to decline because of the tightening internal 

Soviet oil market; hence there is little prospect of future Soviet oil 

leverage over Western Europe. 

Other energy products imported by Western Europe from the Soviet Union 

include coal and natural gas. The quantity of the former involved is modest 

and does not entail significant dependence even when considered in combination 

9 with Polish coal exports to Western Europe. 
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Until recently, French and other Western European natural gas orders from 

the Soviet Union also were modest. There was little use of natural gas in 

Europe until 1963, after the discovery of large reserves at Groningen in the 

Netherlands. The FRG and Italy were the first EEC countries to import Soviet 

gas, .in 1973 and 1974 respectively. - France began importing Soviet gas in 

1976, after gas for the first. time exceeded 10% of the overall French energy 

mix (in 1965 it accounted for less than 5% of French energy consumpti3n) and 

only a few years after the Soviet Union itself became a significant net 

exporter of gas. The 1976 imports resulted from the signing in September of 

1975 of two Franco-Soviet ·gas contracts with durations of 20-25 years and 

involving annual deliveries of up to about 4 billion cubic meters (bcm) of 

gas. Until 1980, when a pipeline link through the FRG was completed, the 

Soviet supplies contracted by France actually were delivered to Italy through 

a swap arrangement under which France in turn received Dutch natural gas 

originally destined for Italy. The quantities involved in 1977-79 were on the 

order of 2-3 bcm annually. Subsequently in 1980, 1981, and 1982, quantities 

· 10 delivered approximated 4 bcm annually. 

Soviet-West European consideration of additional, major exports of 

natural gas from western Siberia to Europe via a new pipeline began in 1978 

with .talks between the Soviets and West Germans. These talks gathered 

momentum in 1980 in the wake of the demise after the Iranian revolution of the 

trip.artite Soviet-Iranian-West European natural gas deal which would have 

brought 10.9 bcm of gas to Western Europe, including 3.5 bcm to France. But 

the Western European-Soviet discussions had as a more direct forebear the 

Soviet-American talks about the development of Siberian gas fields. These 

ta,lks began in the heyday of detente and foundered with the steady 

deterioration of Soviet-American relations later in the 1970s. 11 
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France as well as several other Western European nations became involved 

in pipeline discussions with the Soviets in 1980. French interest, was 

stimulated by difficulties over the importation of Algerian gas. The French 

government began to study.the question of additional Soviet gas imports 

seriously in early 1981, but was divided on the question. The Minister of. 

Foreign Affairs, in light of the poor state of East-West relations, opposed a 

new gas deal with the Soviets. The national gas utility (Gaz de France) and 

its overseer, the Minister of Industry, favored a deal. The latter wrote in a 

.. memorandum to President Giscard in March 1981 that given the anticipated 

French supply/demand balance for natural gas ·and continuing difficulties with 

Algerian gas, it would be.necessary to secure a new Soviet contract for about 

5 bcm of natural gas a ye.ar. A final decision by Giscard was precluded by 

12 Mitterrand's assumption of the Presidency in May 1981. · 

The initially optimistic economic forecasts and stimulatory economic 

policy of the Mitterrand government contributed to an enhancement of the 

amount of new Soviet gas imports that French energy officials judged 

desirable. As a result, and despite the stiffening of France's Soviet policy 

under Mitterrand, France on January 22, 1982 signed a new contract for the 

importation of Soviet gas over 20~25 years beginning in 1984. The deliveries 

were to·attain an annual level of 8 hem in 1986 or 1987, but contract 

provisions allowed France to diminish deliveries by up to about 20% at no 

penalty. The price was of the order of $4.65/MBTU (Million British Thermal 

Units) plus 30i for transport. The price, however, was indexed to a basket of 

.crude oil and petroleum product prices and subject to a "floor" that according 

to some sources was above market price levels. Whatever the inltial price may 

have been, Fren.ch officials point out that the price is subject to periodic 

13 renegotiation. 

I 

I 
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Given the Soviet-inspired declaration of martial law in Poland in 

December 1981 and the attendant further deterioration in East-West relations, 

the signing of the new Franco-Soviet contract was ill-timed from a political 

standpoint. (The first of the new Soviet-West European contracts, between the 

FRG and the Soviet Union, was signed November 20, 1981 -- three weeks before 

the December 13 declaration of martial law in Poland,) The signing of the 

Franco-Soviet contract was hastened, however, by the impending (February 3) 

signing of a new .Franco-Algerian gas contract. Hailed by the French 

government as a model for North~South relationships, this contract involved an 

extremely high gas price, The early signature of the Soviet deal was designed 

to forestall comparable Soviet price demands as well as to detract from any 

precedential effect of the Algerian contract on subsequent contracts with 

14 
other parties. 

Leaving aside the timing of the Franco-Soviet deal, the more important 

issue remained whether contracted French imports of Soviet gas would a.dd a 

serious new energy vulnerability to France's longstanding exposure to imported 

oil, Two questions stood out. Would the Soviets be likely to try to use 

their gas export leverage? And how dependent would France become? 

The Prospect of a Soviet Embargo 

Western Europeans tend to depreciate the prospect of the Soviets 

endeavoring to translate their growing gas exports to Western Europe into 

political leverage, A number of arguments support this view: 1) The 

dependence created by.the pipeline cuts both ways. For the Soviets have a 

critical need for hard currency to purchase Western technology and 

agricultural products. Even. if the Soviets· turn increasingly inward, they are 

likely to continue to seek such purchases as the quickest and cheapest way to 

correct deficiencies in their own economic system. This Soviet dependence 

-
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extends to the Soviet's own energy sector: the Soviets increasing reliance on 

natural gas for internal (as well as external) purposes and their concomitant 

need for Western energy technology mean that any conflict that impeded inflows 

of Western technology would hamper the development of. the Soviets' own 

domestic energy system. 2) Because of its transport and distribution 

requirements, gas, unlike oil, carinot easily be diverted from one. customer to 

another. Thus if the Soviets cut off the flow of gas through the East-West 

grid, they could not readily sell it to overseas customers and much of the 

Soviet investment in their grid to West Europe. would have been for naught. 

3) The interconnecting nature of the West European gas grid would make it 

difficult.for the Soviets selectively to cut off exports. In particular, gas 

destined for France transits the FRG, making a cut-off to West Germany alone 

contingent upon (presumably doubtful) German willingness to allow Soviet gas 

freely to transit German territory in those circumstances. 4) A Soviet 

cut-'off would undermine the Soviet diplomatic objective of politically 

separating European NATO countries from the .United States, as any such cut-off 

would undermine intra-European detente and would tend to push the Europeans 

toward the U.S. Thus a Soviet cut-off of Europe could be anticipated only in 

the most dire of circumstances, such as a European war. But in this 

circumstance, the gas cut-off would be a secondary concern at best. 5) The 

Soviets have a record of reliability in commercial transactions and would be 

unlikely to engage in any kind of economic sanction. 

The last of these arguments is most easily challenged. Given Soviet. 

ideology and the history of Soviet fore~gn conduct, there can be little 

question abou·t Soviet willingness to use economic leverage for political ends 

-- if and when this suits Soviet interests. Relevant historical examples 



abound. For political reasons the Soviets curtailed deliveries of oil to 

Yugoslavia in 1948, to Israel in 1956, to Finland in 1958, and to China in 

1960. The Soviets also embargoed chromium exports to the U.S. from 1950 to 

1960 and threatened energy-related sanctions against Poland in 1981-82.
15 

Nor would a deliberate political decision.constitute the only reason why 

the Soviets would curtail gas deliveries. On the contrary, technical reasons 

or conflicting economic priorities could also affect Soviet deliveries. For 

instance, in 1980 to French dismay the Soviets cut short deliveries of 

anthracite coal to France in order to compensate in Eastern Europe for the 

slowdown at Polish mines.
16 

Similarly, during the winter of 1980-81 the 

Soviets temporarily cut back on contractual .deliveries of natural gas to 

·western Europe, allegedly because of "technical difficulties" related to 

particularly cold weather in Siberia. Some European officials believed, 

however, that diversion of supplies to Eastern Europe and the Soviet domestic 

market were the real reasons. Whatever the reason, Soviet supply reliability 

17 
was called into question. 

A number of 0ther considerations also bear on the question of West 

European vulnerability to Soviet natural gas leverage. First, a Soviet gas 

cut-off of Europe could have an immediate economic impact on Europe, but only 

a longer term economic effect on the USSR. Second, the nature of the Soviet 

political system is such that it more easily tolerates economic stress than 

the Western democracies. Third, the Soviets would not necessarily need to 

interrupt gas deliver,ies to Europe in order to influence the latter .. Rather, 

if European vulnerability to an embargo were sensed by both sides to be acute, 

that fact alone -- possibly coupled with subtle (or even not so subtle) Soviet 

threats -- could affect European behavior. For like military power, economic 

power is most effective when it is not necessary directly to 
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employ it. Finally, the Europeans might well find themselves .. in a situation 

in• which they would strongly desire to forego Soviet gas -- say, a Soviet 

invasion of Poland (which during the recent Polish crisis was understood as 

likely to cause a rupture of the pipeline negotiations). But given dom_es_ti.c~ 
•'---=---~ ---

po~-~Ucal_realiti1is the Europeans could do so only if the economic costs 

involved were manageable. 

Notwithstanding the apparent Soviet discentives to attempting blackmail 

over natural gas, then, prudence requires that France and other Western 

European governments limit their potential vulnerability to the "gas weapon. 

Until now, French and Western European vulnerability clearly fell within a 

prudent range, but by the late 1980s the situation will be much less clear • 

• French Dependence on Soviet Natural Gas 

Since 1960 French natural gas consumption has been marked by two trends. 

The first trend has been a gradual incr·ease in the share of gas in the 

national energy mix, a trend which slowed after 1973 and came to a halt in 

18 
1981 and 1982, when gas' share stagnated at about 13%. As Table 1 

indicates, the Josephe Report anticipates that gas' share ·will remain stagnant 

through 1990, regardless of whether a slow (A) or a high economic growth (C) 

scenario is assumed. 



1973 

Coal 30.5 
of which domestic production 19.3 

Oil 117.3 
of which domestic production 1.3 

Natural gas 14.9 
of which domestic production 6.0 

Nuclear 3.1 

Hydroelectric 9.8 

New and renewable 2.0 

.Total primary energy. 177.6 

National production/ 
consumption 23% 
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TABLE 1: FRENCH ENERGY SUPPLY19 

(Million Tons of Oil Equivalent) 

1982 

% % A 

17 •. 1 32.5 17.7 18-20 
12.0 10-12 

66.2 85.3 46.5 60-65 
2.5 

8.4 23.4 12.7 28-30 
6.2 3.0 

1.7 22.9 12.5 54-62 

5.5 15.8 8.6 15 

1.1 3.6 2.0 6.8 

100.0 182. 7 100.0 178-187 

34% 

1990 2000 i 
' . ' 

C % C % % 

20-23 11.0 25-35 11.2 15.6 
10-12 8-12 

60-70 33.1 55-65 26.7 26.7 
2:5 

28-30 13.0 20-30 13.4 9.0 
3.0 1.5 

57-65 31.0 70-85 35.6 35.6 

15 7.6 16 7.1 7.1 

8-9 4.3 10-16 6.0 6.0 

190-200 100.0 220-235 100.0 . 100.0 

51% 54% 
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The text of the Report suggests, in fact, that the numbers indicated in Table 

1 for natural gas consumption in 1990 incline to the high side in order to 

correspond to already contracted supplies; some of the drafters believed 

absolute consumption would remain at about 1982 levels.2° :Wi,th respect to 

the year 2000 (for which Josephe Report calculations had large margins of 

error), gas ·consumption even in a high growth scenario would likely remain 

stagnant or (depending particularly on energy prices and national energy 

strategy choices vis-a-vis gas and coal) decline, 

The second trend relates to sources of supply, which have gradually 

become more distant (see Table 2). 

France 

Netherlands 

Algeria 

Norway 

u.s.s.R. 

Others 

TOTAL 

1960 

2.7 

2.7 

TABLE 2 

SOURCES OF FRENCH NATURAL GAs 21 

(Million Tons of 011 Equivalent) 

1970 1975 1981 

6.3 6.7 6.5 

2.6 8.2 8.1 

0.6 2.4 4.0 

2.4 

3,9 

1.1 
-------------------

1982 

6.2 

4.9 

6.4 

2,5 

3.4 

0.9 

9.5 17.3 25.0 24.3 

(25%) 

(20.1%) 

(26.1%) 

(10.4%) 

(14.1%). 

(4%) 
------

In a first stage, France was independent in natural gas as a result of 

. production from its Lacq fields; in a second stage, France depended on nearby 

sources, notably Lacq and the Netherlands; in a third stage, only now 

approaching, France will depend predominantly on distant sources, notably the 

Soviet Union. 

f" 
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Table 3 indicates supply availabilities for 1990, based on maximum and 

minimum contract lifting requirements. 

TABLE 322 

FRENCH GAS SUPPLY AVAILABILITIES 1990 
(Billion· Cubic Meters) 

Maximum Minimum 

Netherlands 8 (24%) · 4 (13%) 

Algeria 8.5 (24%) 8.5 (28%) 

u.s.s.R. 12 (34%) 10.5 (35%) 

Lacq and others 3 (8%) 3 (10%) 

North Sea 4 (11%) 4 (13%) 

Total 35.5 30 

Table 3 suggests that France will have more than enough gas in 1990, and may 

well need to lift contract minimums. 23 The Josephe Report indicates that 

the potential surplus will be even more acute until 1988.
24 

Table 3 also 

shows that France will be about 35% dependent on Soviet natural gas in-1990, 

equivalent to 4. 55% of its _total energy supply. Given the long term nature of 

the Soviet contracts and the unlikelihood of any increase in French gas use __ in 

the 1990s, the prospect during that decade would be for at least a 

maintenance, if not an increase, in the Soviet share of total French natural 

gas supplies. 

From a security perspective, the relatively high Soviet share of fu.ture 

French natural gas supplies raises two questions. How reliable are France's 

other natural gas suppliers? And what alternatives would France face in the 

event of an interruption in the supply of.gas from its '"unreliable'" sources? 

The French Shift from '"Reliable'" to '"Unreliable'" Sources 

The answer to the first question hinges on Algeria, which became France's 

first non-Western European supplier of natural gas in 1965. · The initial 
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contract called for annual deliveries of .5 bcm of liquefied natural gas a 

year for 25 years. A second. contract dates from 1972 and involves annual 

shipments of 3,5 bcm. France and Algeria signed a third contract in 1976 

entailing.about·5 bcm of gas deliveries annually from 1981 for 20 years. This 

contract stipulated that a uniform price would· be applied to all Algerian gas 

exports to France beginning in 1980.
25 

Seri.ous differences over supplies arose between France and Algeria in 

1980, A champion of the developing world's demand for higher raw materials 

prices and in particular a proponent of bringing natural gas export prices 

into parity with those of oll, Algeria in early 1980 unilaterally hiked its 

natural gas export prices to France. While acknowledging the prior 

understanding that a uniform natural gas price needed to be established 

between it and Algeria, France rejected the price stipulated by Algeria. In 

short order Algeria suspended sonie ga.s deliveries to France, allegedly for 

"technical" reasons; France interpreted the slowdown in Algerian deliveries as 

a deliberate pressure tactic.. Algeria added to the pressure by refusing in 

late 1980 to renew an oil supply contract with one of the state-controlled 

French oil companies, at a time when the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war was 

26 
disrupting Iraq's oil exports to France. 

During 1980-81 Algerian gas exports to France remained at a reduced 

level, with Algeria maintaining. its price demand and France paying the old 

price into blocked accounts. Algeria did not commence any of the deliveries 

foreseen. in the third Fran.ce-Algerian contract. Major efforts by the Giscard 

government to resolve the problem failed. 

In May 1981 Franco-Algerian relations improved with Mitterrand's 

assumption of power. After further negotiation, Algeria and France on 3 

February 1982 signed a rider to their three previous contracts setting a 
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uniform (and retroactive) price for Algerian gas. The French government 

acknowledged that the new price was at above market rates but insisted that 

the price was justified as a "model" for North-South relations and (less 

disinterestedly) as an impetus to greater Algerian imports from France.
27 

Algeria's price demands and the accompanying Algerian manipulation of its 

oil and gas exports to France -- at a time when France was potentially 

vulnerable because of the second oil crisis and the Iran-Iraq war -- clearly 

1 
call into question Algeria's reliability as a gas supplier in the event of an 

I 
interruption in Soviet gas deliveries or a disruption of Persian Gulf oil 

exports. Nor have France's problems been unique; other Algerian clients,. 

including West German, Belgian, Italian, U.S. and UK companies, have had 

similar difficulties. On the other hand, Algeria's increasing reliance on gas 

exports as its oil reserves diminish may engender greater Algerian caution in 

the manipulation of gas exports. On balance, however, French officials point 

to Algeria as a less certain partner in gas trade than the Soviet Union, and 

the historical record bears this ·out. 28 

French Contingency Plans 

France surmounted the interruption of some of its Algerian gas imports in 

1980-81 primarily by temporarily suspending gas deliveries to clients holding 

interruptible contracts. Other contingency options available to Gaz de France 

included drawing on gas reserve stocks; using contract flexibilities to 

29 
increase imports from other sources; and increasing.production from Lacq. 

These four· options represent the essential methods which France could use in 

the event of a future interruption in supplies, and they therefore warrant 

individual scrutiny, It is worthy of note that all four options represent 

mechan:l.sms to bring supply into balance with demand; more drastic, demand 

curtailing measures would presumably be instituted only after 

supply-.enhancement measures were running their course. 
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Interruptible contracts are normally held by some.industrial users with 

alternate energy supply arrangements (i.e., gas/oil or gas/coal dual firing) 

who pay less for gas with the provision that deliveries may be suspended. 

While interruptible contracts are mainly designed to balance load, especially 

on a seasonal basis,, they can also help address supply disruptions. In ,1982 

French interruptible demand represented about 50 billion kilowatt hours (about 

4 mtoe), 30 or about,17% of Gaz de France's total direct sales of 283.5 

billion kwh (24.3 mtoe). 31 According to the Josephe Report, France plans by 

1990 to increase interruptible demand to 75-80 billion kwh (6,7 mtoe) or about 

, 32 
23% of anticipated demand of 29 mtoe. 

Gas reserve stocks are more expensive than oil stocks because of the 

larger volume of the former. Operational stocks are normally held in all 

distribut_ion systems to meet demand fluctuations, but only in a few countries, 

including France, are there plans for strategic stocks to guard against an 

interruption in supplies. At the beginning of the winter of 1982-1983, French 

stocks (held underground) equaled 51.8 billion kwh (roughly 4 mtoe or about 

17% of consumption). 33 According to the Joseph Report, plans call for 

French stocks to equal 130 billion kwh (11 mtoe) in 1990, or about 38% of 

34 
anticipated demand of 29 mtoe, 

As Table 3 illustrates, France's contract with the Netherlands represents 

France's main source of, in effect, external surge capacity. Thus, if France 

were drawing only the contracted minimum, in the event of a supply disruption 

in 1990 France could increase its Dutch imports by 4 bcm (3. 3 mtoe). 

French domestic production at Lacq represents a possible source of 

domestic surge ca·paci ty. However, Lacq' s production is petering out. And 

while theoretically Lacq production could be decreased substantially in order 
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to make it a sort of French strategic reserve, domestic•political 

considerations make this difficult. Thus, barring new discoveries, France 

should not have significant domestic surge capacity in the future. 

At present, most French gas still comes from Western European sources and 

there is a medium-term supply glut of gas (as well as of other energy 

sources). These factors tend to minimize France's potential gas supply 

vulnerability. By 1990, however, the situation will be different. Soviet and 

Algerian gas will then represent the bulk of France's gas supply, and 

increased gas demand may have taken up much of the slack in the domestic gas 

market. 

More specifically, in 1990 two scenarios -- best-case and worst-case -

can be envisaged, each with two variants based on maximum and minimum probable 

demand. As they correspond roughly to .the Josephe Report's range of demand 

forecasts for 1990, we may take the maximum (35.5 bcm or 29.2 mtoe) and 

minimum (30 bcm ·or 24 .67 mtoe) French supply availabilities in 1990 indicated 

in Table 3 as suggestive of maximum and minimum demand at that time. For a 

best-case scenario, we may draw on the 1990 cont,ingency targets noted in the 

Josephe•Report. In a maximum demand situation, then, interruptible contracts 

wo,uld cover 23% of demand and reserve stocks 38%. Together, they would equal 

61% of a year's consumption, while Soviet and Algerian exports would total 58% 

of a year's supply. Thus, interruptible contracts and stocks together could 

replace Soviet and Algerian imports for a year. Soviet exports alone 

.(representing 34% of supply) could be replaced for a year and three-quarters. 

In a minimum demand scenario, interruptible contracts (27% of demand) and 

stocks (45% of'demand) would be supplemented by a potential increase in Dutch 

imports of 4 bcm or 11% of demand. The three together could replace 83% of 

annual demand, well over the 63% accounted for by Soviet and Algerian 

imports. These calculation·s bear out the Josephe Report's conclusion that 
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around 1990 interruptible contracts and gas stocks should "permit the gas 

industry to continue to satisfy firm client demand during more than a year's 

interruption of supply from the largest foreign supplier, even in the event of 

a cold winter and a halt in deliveries from the second largest foreign 

1 f · I ,.35 supp ier or many mont1s •. 

To be sure, the interruptible demand and stock targets for 1990 indicated 

in the Josephe Report, upon which the above calculations are based, may err on 

the side of optimism. Dual-firing fuel systems and gas stocks are expensive, 

and France's economic situation may remain difficult for much of the 1980s. 

In these circumstances, the targets cited might not be attained. 

To construct a worst-case scenario for 1990, we should assume much lower 

levels of interruptible contracts and gas stocks. According to some private 

French sources, interruptible contracts may decline by about a third from 1982 

levels. We may thus assume a level equal to 2.5 mtoe or 3 hem. French 

sources widely anticipate an increase in French gas stocks, but some believe 

that financial constraints may jeopardize fulfilment of the targeted level. 

Thus, we may assume a stock level of 6.6 mtoe or 8 bcm -- 50% above 1982 

levels, but only 60% of the target in the Josephe Report. With these 

assumptions, a complete interruption.of Soviet and Algerian gas.in 1990 could 

be covered for almost nine months in a maximum demand situation, and for over 

10 months in a minimum demand situation. If only Soviet gas were interrupted, 

contingency options could cover such a situation for almost a year in a 

maximum demand situation, and for almost 14 months in a minimum demand 

situation. 

For the year 2000, prognoses are even more uncertain. Nevertheless, if 

we assume stagnant demand .ln the 1990s·, no increase. in Soviet or Algerian 

shares of the French market, and no changes in stock or interruptible demand 

levels from 1990, then the situetioh in 2000 would not differ• significantly 
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from the situation in 1990. If demand declined and Soviet and Algerian market 

shares increased, the French gas security situation would deteriorate unless 

stocks or interruptible demand were expanded. 

To sum up, in a worst-case scenario for.1990 in which both Soviet and 

Algerian gas were cut off, _France could replace these for nine months, or, if 

only Soviet gas were interrupted, for a year. Within these time periods 

France would probably have to cut firm demand by raising domestic gas prices 

or rationing if the interruption persisted. Both of these would be 

· politically difficult, especially since the residential and commercial sectors 

36 account. f·or about a half of French energy consumption. On the other hand, 

within-these time periods it would be possible to begin fuel-switching 

notably to oil -- and supplementary gas sources might be arranged. To be 

sure, these measures would not be without cost; even new gas supplies (or 

. renewed Algerian supplies) would probably entail surcharges reflecting market 

tightness. Even so, the problem should be manageable given the relatively 

limited share of gas in the projected 1990 French energy mix at 13%, well 

behind oil (33.1%) and nuclear (31%), and just ahead of coal (11%). 

In a best-case situation, in which they build up their stocks and 

interruptible demand to the ambitious levels indicated in the Josephe Report, 

the French could replace both Soviet and Algerian gas for a year, and Soviet 

gas alone for almost double that. In these circumstances France would be 

relatively well-insulated from a Soviet threat. 

Comparative Western European Dependencies on Soviet Gas 

From the standpoint of French security, the contracted Soviet gas imports 

would appear to be a manageable, if. by no means cost-free, problem. From a 

broader European security standpoint, however, the situations of the FRG and 

Italy must also be taken into account. For the FRG and Italy, along with 
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France, represent the main markets for Soviet gas among· the EEC (and 

NATO-Europe) countries and they are at present the. only EEC countries that 

import Soviet gas. 

General energy consumption trends within the EEC, of which the FRG, 

.France, Italy, and the UK represent the dominant economies, have paralleled 

those in France alone. Specifically, oil consumption as a percentage of 

energy consumption has fallen, and energy consumption itself has been in 

decline in recent years as a result of structural economic change and the 

. 37 
cyclical economic downturn. Similarly, consumpt!on of natural gas grew in 

the 1970s, but more recently has peaked. And for the EEC generally as for 

France specifically, the share of non-Western European gas in total gas 

38 
consumption has risen recently. 

Table 4 suggests the likely mix of EEC natural gas supplies in 1990, 

though because the data date from early 1982 gas consumption levels in general 

and projected French and Italian total imports in particular are inflated. As 

the Table indicates, the FRG is expected to take considerably more Soviet 

imports than either France or Italy. Whether France or Italy will come second 

hinges on whether Italy decides to follow through on a contract for more 

Soviet gas. 
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TABLE 4 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY NATURAL GAS SUPPLIES 199039 

Fed. Rep. 
of Germany 

F.rance 

Italy 

Netherlands 

Belgium 

Luxembourg 

United 
Kingdom 

Ireland 

Denmark 

Greece 

EUR IO 

(1) Based on 
(2) Contract 

.Total 
Natural Gas 
Consumption 

68.0 

42.9 

45.5 

38. 0 

12.7 

0.7 

61.5 

2.1 

1.9 

0.1 

273.4 

forecasts for 

Ind. 
Prod. 

17,5 

3.1 

7.8 

75.8 

45. 0 

2.1 

2.6 

0.1 

154.0 

importers. 

Intra 
Community 
Trade 
(Exp.
Imp.+) 

22.5 

6.5 

6.5 

-39.s(ll 

4.3 

0.7 

-0. 7 

0 

not yet Government approved. 

Estimated Imports from Third Countries 

Total Algeria Libya Norway USSR 

28.0 8.0 20.0 

33.3 9.2 2.9 12.0 

.31.2 13.0 2.6 7.0 ( 8. 0) 2 

2.0 2.0 

8.4 5.0 2.9 (0.5) 3 

16. 5 16.5 

119.4 27.2 2.6 32.3 39.0(8.5) 2 ,3 

(3) Under negotiation. Quantity given would be the estimated take in 1990. 

Notes ( i) The sum of the imports given by source country is not necessarily equal to total imports 
some supplies is not yet settled. 

(ii) Forecasts based on expert group work. Not necessarily official Member State forecasts. 

109 m3 Groningen 

Natural Gas Imports 
from Third Countries as: 

% of Total 
Energy 
Consumption 

7% 

11% 

14% 

2% 

11% 

5% 

8% 

% of Natural 
Gas Consump
tion 

41% 

78% 

69% 

5% 

66% 

27% 

'--

44% · 

as the source of 
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On ·the whole, the FRG would appear to be the least vulnerable to supply 

interruptions for .several reasons: 1) the USSR is the FRG's only ''tinreliable 

supplier" ( the FRG does not import from Algeria); 2) the FRG itself produces a 

relatively high proportion of its gas; and 3) the FRG imports relatively large 

amounts of Dutch and Norwegian gas. Further, the overall FRG energy position. 

is stronger than that of either France.or Italy because of its ~omparative 

wealth in energy resources, notably coal. On the other hand, the high 

proportion of Soviet gas in the overall FRC gas mix may make it almost as 

sensitive as France to a Soviet interruption alone. 

Italy's gas vulnerability in 1990 turns on whether it takes a further 

increment of Soviet gas .. If not, Italy would be relatively secure vis-a-vis 

the Soviet Union alone, though a simultan~ous interruption from both the 

Soviet Union and Algeria could havi an impact on Italy comparable to that of 

such an eventuality on France. If Italy does import a further substantial 

amount of Soviet gas, it could become the most vulnerable of the Europeans 

both to outside supply interruptions generally and a Soviet interruption 

specifically. Italy 1·s vulnerability is magnified ·by ·1ts relative energy 

penury even compared to France, as reflected for example in the fact that 

Italy still depends on oil imports for 67.1% of its energy as against 48.5% 

40 
for France. 

Barring further Italia_n imports of Soviet gas, then, neither the FRG nor 

Italy in 1990 is likely to be in a more vulnerable position than France 

vis-a-vis gas imports in general and Soviet gas imports in particular. If the 

Italians do take a large increment of Soviet gas, though, they will probably 

be the most exposed. 
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As with France, the gas supply interruption vulnerability of both the FRG 

and Italy will be significantly affected by their domestic contingency 

options. The FRG has a high proportion of int'erruptible gas demand, while 

Italy is planning a substantial reserve gas stock. That these and other 

arrangements will give them security comparable to that of France is suggested 

by the outcome of a 1983 IEA study, which reportedly concluded that Western 

Europe in 1990 could withstand disruption of outside gas supplies for up to 

41 one year. 

Strengthening European Gas Security. 

Even when the full amounts of contracted Soviet gaS imports come on line 

later in the decade, Western Europe should be able to withstand a complete 

disruption of its outside·gas supplies for many months .. This conclusion, 

however, is subject t~ several qualifications having to do with the 

inflexibility of the gas supply chain. 

First, Franc~, Italy, and Germany must not allow complacency engen<lered 

by the current energy glut to inhibit their development of domestic safeguards 

adequate in the near term to deal with an interrupt~on of politically 

unreliable gas supplies. In the current economic climate, the costs of such 

measures wil1 be a further inhibition. Nevertheless, the alternative --

extreme vulnerability to outside supply disruption -- would be dangerous: it 

would expose Eutope to political blackmail, as well as to .Pressure to aC:cept 

higher gas prices. 

Second, Europe should coniider its options for dealing with a long-term 

interruption of unreliable gas supplies: The possibilities of alternative 

long-term suppliers and the means and costs of fuel-switching should be 

examined. 



Third,' in the 1990s Western Europe should take care not to further 

increase reliabce on Soviet or Algerian gas and in the interim the Europeans 

should consider renegotiating present contracts if possible. France for one, 

because of the unrealistic economic and energy assumptions of the ·Mitterrand 

government in its first year, overcontracted for Soviet and Alg_.;rian gas~ 

creating an unnecessarily high dependence on these sources of supply. Greater 

caution should have been exercised in contracting Soviet and Algerian 

supplies, for example by insisting on greater flexibility in the amount of gas 

France is required to lift from these sources under ''take ·or pay'' provisions, 

or simply by delaying the signing of contracts of high magnitudes and 

durations until the demand and supply situation of the 1990s were clearer. 

Such caution would have spared France the difficulties it will have over at 

least the next few years in effectively utilizing all its gas and would have 

lessened expensive stocking and interruptible demand requirements. In 

deciding whether to take additional Soviet impoTts, Italy should bear in mind 

the French experience and should carefully weigh the security implications. 

With regard to the future, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development and the International Energy Agency already have agreed that 

''their cotintries would seek to avoid undue dependence on any one source of gas 

imports. and to obtain future gas supplies from secure sou_rces, with emphasis 

. d" OECD " 42 
on in 1genous · sources. This understanding m"ilitates against further 

contracting of Soviet or Algerian gas in the 1990s. 

The problems associated with enhancing Western European gas security 

raise the questidri of whether measµres should he takrin on the international 

level. Already the efforts of tl,e OECD 011d IEA to develop greater common 

understanding of the gas security ·problem 1,avc been useft1l. llowcver, the 

scope for concrete measures on an OECD or IEA level would nppc~·r to be 
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limited. Unlike oil, which has a flexible supply chain and for which a world 

market exists, gas' fungibility is .circumscribed by inflexibilities in supply 

and ·distribution. As a result there is little scope for an IEA gas mechanism 

akin to its emergency oil mechanism. Further, France bulks larger in the gas 

security problem than in the oil security problem, and hence its absence from 

the IEA represents a greater handicap to IEA gas measures than to IEA oil 

43 
measures. 

On the other hand, the EEC should be relatively well-suited to gas 

security initiatives. The EEC is the main OECD recipient of Soviet (and 

Algerian) gas, and a West European gas grid is in place. Further, given 

present internecine EEC problems, an injection of cooperation would surely 

have a beneficial effect ·on the Community as an institution. Already the EEC 

has undertaken relevant analytical work. Future work could usefully analyze 

the cost of safeguard measures such as stocks and interruptible contracts, and 

of fuel-switching. Other undertakings that could be considered on the EEC 

level include: 1) common measures to deal with an outside gas supply 

int~rruption; 2) expansion of the European gas grid to include the UK, with 

its extensive gas resources; 3) a common standard of. individual gas security 

(e.g., ability to withstand disruption of non-West European supplies for a 

year without restraining firm demand), with each country left to determine the 

be~t mix of domestic measures necessary to achieve that standard; ·4) 

exploration of the Netherlands' future role as residual supplier of gas; 5) 

talks with Nor:way on i_ts role as a future supplier (Norway may well be in a 

position to replace the Netherlands as residual supplier as the latter's· 

reserves·approach exhaustion).
44 

While the last of these possible measures 

in particular could require speclnl price inducements, the EEC must bear in 

mind that Soviet and Algerian gns ln effect a~ready entail n security 

surcharge as reflected in the associated costs of g;1s stoclcs and inferruptible 

contracts (not to menti.on tl1e premium prices paid for AJ.gcrian GHS). 
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The role and influence of the United.States in strengthening European gas 

security would appear to be limited. U.S. efforts, notably the pipeline 

sanctions, did increa·se European conscio·usness of the security risks of Soviet 

gas, but 'at a. considerable cost to trans-Atlantic relations. During the 1980s 

the U.S. would do well to keep the gas security issue on the international 

agenda, as it did with beneficial results at the OECD and IEA in ·1982-83. The 

U.S. should stay on the centrist path that fatilitated the shaping of 

consensus within the OECD and IEA; uni.late~al American initiatives risk 

producing negative European counterreact.ions. As well, the U.S. should weigh 

the risks of Soviet gas against the risks of gas and oil from other non-OECD 

sources, which niay be more unreliable. 

For at prudent levels and with adequate security measures, Western 

European imports 'of Soviet gas enhance European security.by reducing the need 

for OPEC and particularly Middle Eastern oil. Imported oil still accounts for 

36 .1% of the EEC' s energy, and France, Italy, .Germany, the Netherlands and 

Belgium remain heavily dependent on imports from the Middle East alone. 45 

Oil security and gas security are not, hbwever, disconnected. In the event of 

a gas cut-off, Europe would look mainly to oil to satisfy interru~tible demand 

and, in the event of a protracted gas cut-off, as the object of 

fuel-switching. By the same token, in· the event of a new Arab oil embargo, 

.both Algeria and the Soviet Union would be tempted to employ their gas 

~everage. And iri the event of a Soviet military thrust into the Persian Gulf 

oil-producing region, Soviet gas exports to Europe would enhance their power 

position ~is-a-vis the West. Thus not only the inflexibility of tl1e gas 

supply chain, but also the li.nk between oil and gas security limits the role 

of gas·from non-secure sources in mitigating Europe's oil vulnerability. 
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Profound upheavals occurred in 1983 under the cover 
of an apparent statistical stability. 

Proved world reser~es ff natural gas increased 3.3% 
to a total of 90 325 10 m as of 1 January 1984. This 
increase was especial! y marked in Western Europe, where 
th 9ee 3countries strongly r~assrssed their reserves (+599 
10 m 9 i~ Norway, +385 10 m in the Netherlands, and 
+79 10 m in the United Kingdom). 

Although about the same as ,fn 1982, the gross pro
duction of natural gas (1870 10 m in 1983) underwent 
important changes in its geographic breakdown. For 
example, the Soviet Union became the leadi~ p3oducer of 
natural gas in the world with about 547 10 m • At the 
same time, better use was made of world gross production 
as the result of a decrease in flaring (mainly i~ t~e 
OPEC countries) which drained off only 6% (106 10 m ) 
of total production in 1983. Gas reinjection was up 
slightly (+2% over 1982), thus also showing the effort 
being made to make more rational use of gas production, 
and in particula9 o:f associated gas. Gas reinjection 
involved 152 10 m in 1983, i.e. 8% of total world 
production. Processing shrinkage also reflected the 
general trend to diminish the wasting of associated gas 
which is often rich in liquefiable fractions. 

9
wo 3ld 

processing shrinkage was stable in 1983 with 64 10 m. 

The stability of 9the3 marketed production of natural 
gas in 1983 (1548 10 · m ) masks very different evolu
tions by country. The drop in production in the United 
States (-10.5% compared to 1982) is by far the most 
important phenomenon of the year. 

International natural gas trade by pipel~ne
3

and 
tanker increased 4.5% to a total of 193,45 10 m in 
1983. This upturn was due to the increase in LNG trade 
(+24% iri 1983), made possible by the startup of a new 
liquefaction plant in Malaysia and also by the building 
up of new contracts in Algeria. In this way, Algeria 
became the leading world exporter of natural gas in 
liquefied form, 

Although natural gas consumption remained on the 
same level in 1983, there was a rise in Soviet consump
tion, with the Soviet Union becoming the world's leading 
consumer. This was offset by a drop in U.S. consumption 
as the result of a depressed market and competition by 
other energy sources. 
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International prices continued their downward 
movement in 1983. For the most important import 
co~tracts, they were in the range of $3. 80 to 4. 70 per 
10 Btu (FOB) as against $4.20 to 4.90 in 1982. 

The upward trend of consumption, which got underway 
in most of the leading Western industrialized countries, 
should continue and spread in the next few years. This 
trend and the advances being made by natural gas in 
Third-World countries and in planned-economy countries 
should result in an appreciable rise in the marketed 
production of natural gas i~ t~e world. This production 
co~ld 3reach 1625 to 1650 10 m in 1984 and 1680 to 1720 
10 m in 1985. 
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PROVED NATURAL GAS RESERVES 
IN THE WORLD 

NORTH AMERICA 
Canada .••...•.•.•.•.••• 
United States ......... . 

LATIN AMERICA 
Argentina •.•.••••.•••.• 
Bolivia .•••.••...•.•.•. 
Brazil •.•.•.•..•.•••.•• 
Chile ................ .. 
Colombia ............... 

1
! 

Ecuador ......••.•.•.•.• ,1 

Mexico ................. ii 
,I Peru ....•••..••..••.•.. 
1

. 

Trinidad-Tobago ........ 1 

Venezuela ......•.•.•.•. 

WESTERN EUROPE 

Austria .............. .. 
Denmark ......•.•.•..•.• 
France .•.•.•....•.•••.. 
Ireland .............. .. 
Italy • . . . . . • • . • • . . • . • • • , 
Netherlands ............ , 

i Norway ..•.•......•..•.• 
Spain ................ .. 
Turkey ................ . 
United Kingdom ....... .. 
Yugoslavia •.•..•••..•.. 
West Germany ..•....•... 

EASTERN EUROPE 
I 

Albania ................ i 

Bulgaria .............. . 
Czechoslovakia ...•...•. 
East Germany ...•...••.. 
Hungary ..........•.•.•. 
Poland ....•.•.......... 
Romania .............. .. 
Soviet Union .......•... 

AFRICA 
Algeria .............. .. 
Angola ................ . 

(, 109 m3) 

on 1.1.84 

8 258 

2 613 
5 645 

5 431 

680 
139 
82 

117 
117 
116 

2 180 
25 

430 
1 545 

5 472 

12 
160 
44 
36 

190 
1 927 
2 039 

25 
42 

712 
90 

195 

36 548 

8 
5 

10 
60 

120 
115 
230 

36 000 

5 832 
3 155 

53 

Cameroon •.•.•.••••••.• 
Congo ...••••••.••....• 
Egypt .•..•.•.••.••••.. 
Gabon •••.•.•••.••.•••• 
Ivory Coast ......... .. 
Libya •.••••...••.••.•• 
Morocco •.•.••••..•.•.. 
Nigeria .•••••••..••.•. 
Rwanda ..•.•••.••.•.••. 
Tanzania ..•.•.•.•.••.. 
Tunisia ............. .. 

MIDDLE EAST 
Abu Dhabi ..•.••.•.•..• 

1 

Bahrein •.•.•••.••..•.. 
Dubai .•••••••••.•..... I 
Iran .................. 

1

, 

Iraq ................. . 
Israel ................ ! 
Kuwait .•..•.••..•.•..• · 
Neutral Zone •.•••••••• 
Oman ....•••••....••... 
Qatar ...••••.••••.•..• 
Ras al Khaimah ........ i 
Saudi Arabia .•.••.•... 
Sharjah •.••.•••..•.••. 
Syria .••••••••.•••.••• 

ASIA/OCEANIA 
Afghanistan •.•.•.••.•• 
Australia ••••••••..•.. 
Bangladesh ....•.•...•• 
Brunei .••.•.•.•.••.••• 
Burma .•.•••••.•.•.•... 
China ................ . 
Formosa (Taiwan) ••.••. 
India ..•.•.•.•.•....•. 
Indonesia .•.•.•.••..•. 
Japan ............... .. 
Malaysia ............ .. 
New Zealand .•••••..... 
Pakistan ...••..•..••.• 
Thailand ............. . 

WORLD TOTAL 

on 1.1.84 

110 
70 

200 
12 
60 

555 
4 

1 370 
40 

118 
85 

22 394 
2 700 

220 . 
134-

11 380 
821 

1 
975 
136 
87 

3 400 
31 

2 120 
285 
104 

6 390 

60 
945 
340 
210 
210 
800 

23 
475 

1 000 
25 

1 400 
152 
510 
240 

90 325 
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ESTIMATE OF GROSS AND MARKETED PRODUCTION OF NATURAL GAS IN THE WORLD IN 1983 
( 109 m3) 

GROSS GAS GAS CYrHER MARKTD GROSS GAS GAS CYrHER MARKTD 
PROD. REIN- 11.ARED LOSSES PROD. PROD. REIN- 11.ARED LOSSl:S PROD. 

JECTED VENTED JtCTED VENTED 

NORTH AMERICA 616.01 53.07 4.01 37.39 521. 54 MIDDLE EAST 96.76 7 .52 42.45 7.24 39.55 
CANADA 97 .11 12.21 1.60 11.96 71.34 ABU-DHABI 9.61 0.00 1.91 1.20 6.50 
UNITED STATES 518.90 40.86 2.41 25.43 450.20 SAUDI ARABIA 26.90 1.30 16.32 3. 75 5.53 

BAHREIN 5.27 0.80 0.44 0.08 3.95 
LATIN AMERICA 117.23 22.04 14.63 7.38 73.18 DUBAI 3.13 0.00 1.64 0.20 1.29 

ARGENTINA 16.15 0.90 2.70 0.00 12.55 IRAN 25.70 3.60 12.85 0."5 8.90 
BOLIVIA 5.04 2.24 0.20 0.00 2.60 IRAQ 4.01 0.00 3.:16 0.00 0.65 
BRAZIL 4.01 0.72 1.:16 0.38 1.55 ISRAEL 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 
CHILE 4.80 3.31 0.00 0.15 1.34 KUWAIT 6.74 0.22 1."5 0.67 U0 
COLOMBIA :i.19 1.57 0,74 0.00 2.88 OMAN 0.04 1.60 0.10 0.15 3.19 
ECIJAJXJR 0.42 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.10 QATAR 5.79 0.00 0.43 0,63 4.73 
MEXICO 41.90 0.00 4.49 6.30 31.11 SHARJAH 2.77 0.00 2.55 0.21 0.00 
PERU 2.20 0.15 0.80 0.00 1.25 SYRIAN ARAB· REP. 1.74 0.00 1.49 0.00 0.25 
TRINIDAD-TOBAGO 5.99 0.'00 2.44 0.00 3.55 
VENEZUELA 31.53 13.15 1.58 0.55 16.25 ASIA 94.88 7.08 9.98 0.64 77 .18 

AFGHAN I ST AN 2.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.85 
WFSTERN EUROPE 200,54 9.79 4.19 6.45 180.11 BANGLADESH 2.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.20 

AUSTRIA 1.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.23 BURMA 0.68 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.53 
DENMARK 0.57 0.41 0,12 0.00 0.04 BRUNEI 9.77 0.00 0.39 0.00 9.38 
FRANCE 9.54 0.00 0.00 2.88 6.65 CHINA 21.5e 0.00 1. 70 0.00 19.80 
IRELAND 2.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.:16 ltIDIA 3.84 0.15 0.58 0.12 2.99 
ITALY 13.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.07 IITT:OITT:sIA ~.59 6.78 5.46 0.52 20.83 
NORWAY 29.37 4.68 0.27 0.00 24.42 JAPAN 2.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.12 
""1'HERLANDS 74.36 0.00 0.00 1.38 72.98 MALAYSIA 5.55 0.00 1.85 0.00 3. 70 
GERMANY ,FED.REP. 17. 73 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.73 PAKISTAN 9. 72 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.72 
UNITED KINGOOM 50.22 4.70 3.80 2.19 39.53 TAIWAN 1.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.45 
YUGOSLAVIA 2.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.09 ll!AILANlJ 1.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 1. 61 

EASTERN EUROPE 607 .02 0.00 10.75 0.15 596.12 OCEANIA 15.17 0.00 0.00 1.01 14.16 
ALBANIA 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.:,0 AUSTRALIA 11.99 0.00 0.00 1.01 10.98 
BUI.GARIA 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 NEW-ZEAIJ.ND 3.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.18 
HUNGARY 6.50 .... 0.00 0.00 6.50 

POLAND 5.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.47 -------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
GERMANY, DEM • REP. 7.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.60 WORLD 'IUI'AL 1869.85 101.96 106.37 63.78 1547.74 
ROMANIA 39. 75 0.00 0.00 0.15 39.60 -------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 0.60 .... 0.00 0.00 0.60 
U.S.S.R. 546. 70 0.00 10.75 0.00 535. 95 INIIUST.COUNTRIES 833.90 62.86 8.20 44.85 717. 99 

AFRICA 122.24 52.46 20. :16 3.52 45.90 CPE 1 s 628.52 C.00 12.45 0.15 615.92 
Al..Gr.91A ! 85.27 44.03 2.45 3.20 35.59 
ANGOLA 2.00 0.83 0. 74 0.08 0.30 OPEC 264.48 76.68 65.33 11.40 111.C? 
CONGO 0.74 0.00 0.72 0.00 0.02 
EGYPr 4.06 0.00 0.73 0.12 3.21 LOC (excl.OPEC) 142. 95 12.42 20.39 7.38 102.76 
GABON 1.92 0.00 1. 77 0.00 0.15 
LIBYAN ARAB JAM. 12.50 6.40 1.93 0.12 4.0:5 -------------------- ------- -·----- ------- ------- --·----
MOROCCO 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 

NIGERIA 14.60 1.20 11.40 0.00 2.00 
TUNISIA 1.06 0.00 0.62 0.00 0.44 

crrr~A:.:-DT.".r:c.ru 



0, NORTH 
C: AM. QJ ·~ 

C: .... t 0 '-
N 0 .... 

C. C: . "' Zone >< :::, c,: ·~ UJ 0 • '-u V, QJ 

Importing . 0, 
~ ~ 

Country 
c,: 

NORTll AMERICA 3. 76 
United States 3.76 

WESTERN EUROPE 12.69 

Belgium 2.28 
France 8. 76 
!ta ly 
Spain 1. 65 

ASIA/OCEANIA 1. 37 

Japan 1. 37 

TOTAL 1. 37 16.45 

ESTIMATE OF INTERNATIONAL GAS TRADE 

BY TANKER IN 1983 
(lo9 m3) 

AFRICA MIDDLE 
EAST 

·~ .c 
"' ·~ "' ~ ..c: QJ 

~ "' Q C: .... :::, ·~ 0 :::, '-_, 
I- .c C0 

c,: 

3.76 

3.76 

0.77 13.46 

2.28 
8.76 

0.03 0.03 
0.74 2.39 

2.41 7. 16 

2.41 7.16 

0.77 17.22 2.41 7 .16 

ASIA/OCEANIA 

"' ·~ "' "' ·~ QJ "' C: ·~ 
0 "' -0 ~ 

C: l .... 

' 

12.97 1. 55 

12.97 1. 55 

12.97 1. 55 

~ 

"' ..., 
0 
I-

21.68 

21. 68 

21. 68 

TOTAL 

IMPORTS 
BY 

TANKER 

3;75 

3.76 

13.46 

2.28 
8.76 
0.03 
2.39 

25.26 

25.26 

42.68 

I' 

"' ' 



ESTIMATE OF INTERNATIONAL GAS TRADE BY PIPELINE IN 1983 

"' NORTH AMERICA LATIN AMERICA WESTERN EUROPE EASTERN EUROPE l,\FRICA ·ASIA/ TOTAL C 

OCEA. w :;; >, 
C L L 

ltv'ORTS 0 0 
~ 

N ~ C 

"' Zone ' 
a 

' • ' >, • • w 0 • " ~ 0 L >, C -~ .,; -;: ,c ·BY u 
" w w ·;: •• -;;; u -;;; w ~ • t E -;;; C -;;; fmrorting • ~~ ·~ 

·-
.c" ~ • .,; w .c ~ C ·~. ~ s ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ "' "'~ Country • c~ ,:: :I! 0 w. 0 ~.li {:. ,,; 0 < 

,,__ 
PIPELINE u :, V, .... z- z "' .... <c 

TOTAL 

ltv'ORTS 
BY 

PIPELINE 
ANO 

TANKER 

NORTII AM!:RICA 20. 71 20. 7 I 2.03 2.03 
, . 22.74 United States 20. 71 20. 71 2.03 2.03 22. 74 

26.50 
26.50 

LATIN AM!:RICA 0. 19 0.19 2.23 2.23 2.42 Argentina 2.23 2.23 2.23 Mexico 0.19 0. 19 
0. 19 

2.42 
2.23 
0.19 

WESITRN EUROPE 36. 72 23.36 I. 56 61.64 27. 12 27 .12 2. 15 90.91 Austria 
2.45 2.45 ,.45 Belgium 

5.82 I. 67 7.49 7.49 Denmark 
0. 10 0.10 0. 10 Finland 0.82 0.82 0.82 France 7.69 2.31 0.50 10.50 3.69 3.69 14. 19 Italy 4.85 4.85 7.65 7.65 2.15 14. 65 Luxembourg 0.36 0.36 0.36 Netherlands 2. 70 2.70 2.70 Spain 

Switzerland 0.52 0.96 !. 48 1.48 United Kingdom 10. 54 10.54 10. 54 West Germany 17.48 6. 14 23.62 9.88 9.88 33. 50 Yougoslavia 2.63 2.63 2.63 

104.37 
2.45 
9.77 O') 

0.10 
0.82 

22.95 
14.68 
0.36 
2.70 
2.39 
I. 48 

10. 54 
33.50 
2.63 

EASTERN EUROPE 0.20 32. IO 32.30 2.28 34. 58 34. 58 
Bulgaria 5. IO 5.10 5.10 Czechoslovakia 9.20 9.20 9.20 East Germany 6. 75 6.75 6. 75 
Hungary 0.20 4.00 4.20 4.20 Poland 5.55 5.55 5.55 Romania 1.50 1.50 I. 50 U.S.S.R. 2.28 2.28 

5. IO 
9.20 
6. 75 
4.20 
5.55 
1.50 
2.28 

AFRICA 0. 12 0.12 0.12 
Tunisia 0.12 0.12 0.12 

AS IA/OCLAN IA 25.26 
Japan 25.26 

TOTAL 20. 71 0.19 20.90 2.23 2.03 4.26 36. 72 23.36 I. 56 61. 64 0.20 59. 22 59.42 2.27 2.28 150. 77 193.45 
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ESTIMI\TE OF NATURAL GAS TRADE AND CONSUMPTION IN THE WORLD IN 1983 
( 109 m3) 

MARKTD EXPORTS IMPORTS CONSUMP MARKTD EXPORTS IMPORTS CONSUMP 
PROD. TION PROD. TION 

NORTii AMERICA 521.54 22.27 26.50 525. 77 MIDDLE F.AST 39.55 2.lll 0.00 3? .14 
CANADA 71.34 20. 71 0.00 50.63 ABU-DHABI 6.50 2. 41 0.00 4.09 
UNITED STATES 450.2¢ 1.56 26.50 475.14 SAUDI ARABIA 5.53 0.00 0.00 5.53 

BAHREIN 3.95 0.00 0.00 3.95 
LATIN AMERICA 73.18 4.26 2.42 71.34 DUBAI 1.29 0.00 0.00 1.29 

ARGD.'TINA 12.55 0.00 2.23 14.78 IRAN 8.90 0.00 0.00 8.90 
BOLIVIA 2.60 2.23 0.00 0,37 IRAQ 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.65 
BRAZIL 1.55 0.00 0.00 1.55 ISRAEL 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.06 
CHILE 1.:14 0,00 0.00 1.:14 KUWAIT 4.50 0.00 0,00 4.50 
COI..OMBIA 2.88 0.00 0.00 2.88 OMAN 3.19 0.00 0.00 3.19 
ECUAOOR 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.10 QATAR 4.73 0.00 0.00 4. 73 
MEXICO 31.11 2.03 0.19 29.27 SYRIAN AP.AB REP. 0.25 0,,00 0.00 0.25 
PERU 1.25 0.00 0,00 1.25 

TRINIDAD-TOBAGO 3.55 0.00 0.00 3.55 ASIA 77.18 20.96 25.46 78.68 
VD<EZUELA 16.25 0.00 0.00 16.25 AJ'GHANISTAN 2.85 2.28 0,00 0.57 

BANGLADESH 2.20 0.00 0.00 2.20 
WISTERN EUROPE 180.11 61.64 104.37 222.84 BURMA 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.53 

AUSTRIA 1.23 0.00 2:45 3.68 BRUNEI 9.38 7.16 0.00 2.22 
BEUiIUM 0.00 0.00 9.77 9.77 CHINA 19.80 0.00 0.00 19.80 
DENMARK 0.04 0.00 0.10 0.14 INDIA 2.99 0.00 0.00 2.99 
SPAIN 0,00 0.00 2.39 2.39 INOONISIA 20.83 12.97 0.00 7.86 
FWLANll 0,00 0.00 0.82 0.82 JAPAN 2.12 0.00 25.46 27.58 
FRANCE 6.66 0.00 22.9::i 29.61 MALAYSIA 3.70 1 ."55 0.00 2.15 
IRELAND 2.36· 0.00 0.00 2.36 PAKISTAN 9.72 0.00 0.00 9.72 
ITALY 13.07 0.00 14.68 27.75 TAIWAN 1.45 0.00 0.00 1.45 
LUXIMBOURG 0,00 0.00 0.36 0.36 IBAILAl-/D 1.61 0.00 0.00 1.61 
NORWAY 24.42 23.36 0.00 1.06 

NITHERLANIJS 72.98 36.72 2.70 M.96 OCT.ANIA 14.16 0.00 0.00 14.16 
GERMANY, FED. RE?. 17.73 1.56 ~.50 49.67 AUSTRALIA 10.98 0.00 0.00 10.98 
UNITED KINGOOM 39.53 0.00 Hl.54 50.07 NEW-z.r.ALAND 3.18 0.00 0.00 3.18 
SWITZERLAND 0.00 0,00 1.48 1.48 

YUGOSLAVIA 2.09 0.00 2.63 4.72 -------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
WORLD TOTAL 1547.?4 193.45 193.45 1547.74 

EASTERN EUROPE 596.12 59.42 ~.58 571. 28 ------------ -------- ------- ------- ------- -------
ALBAJ;JA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BUUiA!UA 0.10 0.00 5.10 ,.20 Ih1XJST. COUNTRIES 717.99 83.91 156.33 790.41 
HUNGAHY 6.50 O.CC 4.2" 10.70 
POLJ,SD 5.47 0.00 5.55 11.02 CPE's 615.92 59.42 34.58 591.08 
GI;.i't',1..1,.SY ,D~. REP. 7.80 0.00 6.75 14. 3~ 
P.C+' .AK 1 A 39.60 0.20 1.5C 4C.90 OPEC 111.07 :¾.87 0.00 76.20 
CZE"Si-;:)51,CVAKIA 0.80 0.00 9.20 9.80 
l!.S.!:.R. 535.95 59.22 2.28 479.01 :µ:c (excLOPEC) 102. 76 15.25 2.54 9C.05 

AfRICA 45.9(1 19.49 0.12 26.53 ---------------- ---- ------- ------- ------- -------
AWERIA 35.59 18. 72 0.00 16.87 
ANGOLA 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.:15 

CONGO 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 

EGYPT 3.21 0.00 0.00 3.21 

GABOS 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15 
LIBYA!'; J._=-tAB JAM. 4 .05 0.77 0.00 3.28 

IOROC20 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.09 

NiGGIA 2.0C 0.00 0.00 2.0C 

Tl.iSISIA 0.44 0.00 0.12 0.56 

CEDIGAZ-~?T.~O.If? 
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9 3 

RESERVES ON J ANDARY, 1 IN l'IESTERN EUROPE (UNIT:10 M l 

---------------------------------------------------------------

1960 1970 1975 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

WESTERN EUROPE 312. 3571. 3962. 3870. 4315. 4309. 4301. 5433. 
AUSTRIA 25. 12. 14. 12. 11. 10. 10. 12. 

BELGIUM 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 

DENMARK 0. 0. 50. 110. 139. 141. 153. 160. 

SPAIN 0. 0. 11. 13. 14. 15. 18. 25. 

FINLAND 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 

FRANCE 165. 205. 154. 63. 56. 55. 47. 44. 

GREECE 0. 0. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 3. 

IRELAND 0. 0. 0. 30. 32. 35. 38. 36. 

ITALY 90. 164. 207. 185. 181. 179. 186. 190. 

LUXEMBOURG 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 

NORWAY 0. 0. 550. 839. 1314. 1409. 1440. 2039. 
IIETHERLANDS 10. 2042. 1936. 1626, 1578. 1550. 1515. 1927. 

GERMANY ,FED.REP. 20. 268. 235. 183. 190. 178. 176. 195. 
UNITED KINGOOM 0. 850. 762. 754. 739. 664. 633. 712. 
SWITZERLAND 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 

YUGOSLAVIA 2. 30. 42. 54. 60. 72. 82. 90. 

CEDIGAZ-DPI' .ECO. IFP 



1970 

WE.STERN EUROPE 

AUSTRIA 

BELGIUM 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

NETHERLANDS 

GERMANY ,FED. REP. 

UNITED KINGDJM 

YUGOSLAVIA 

--------------------
GRAND TOTAL 

--------------------

1980 

WESTERN EUROPE 

AUSTRIA 

BELGIUM 

SPAIN 

FINLAND 

FRANCE 

IRELAND 

ITALY 

LUXEMBOURG 

NORWAY 

NETHERLANDS 

GERMANY ,FED.REP. 

UNITED KINGIXJM 

S\'IITZERLAND 

YUGOSLAVIA 

--------------------
GRAND TOTAL 

--------------------
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NATURAL GAS TRADE AND CONSUMPTION IN WESTERN EUROPE 
(Unit : 109 m3) 

MARKTD EXPORTS IMPORTS CONSUMP 

PROD. TION 

MAflKTil 
1975 PROD. 

78.44 11.18 13.64 80.90 WESTERN EUROPE 171.45 

1.90 0.00 0.98 2.88 AUSTRIA 2.36 

0.00 0.00 4.49 4.49 BELGIUM 0.00 

6,99 0.00 3.54 10.53 SPAIN 0.00 

13.14 0.00 0.00 13.14 FINLAND 0.00 

31.67 11.18 0.00 20.-49 FRANCE 7.36 

12.66 0.00 3. 71 16.37 ITALY 14.59 

11.10 0.00 0.92 12.02 LUXOIBOURG 0.00 

0.98 0.00 0.00 0.98 NORWAY 0.19 

NETHERLANDS 90.85 

------- ------- ------- ------- GERMANY ,FED. REP. 18.28 

78.44 11.18 13.64 80.90 UNITED KINGOOM 36.27 

------- ------- ------- ------- Sl'IITZERLAND 0.00 

YUGOSLAVIA 1.55 

-------------------- -------
GRAND TOTAL 171.45 

-------------------- -------

MARIITD EXPORTS IMroRTS CONSUMP 

PROD. TION 

MARl<TD 
1981 PROD. 

195.63 74.55 106.03 227 .11 WESTERN EUROPE 190. 91 

1.80 0.00 3.01 4.81 AUSTRIA 1.47 

0.00 0.00 HL47 10.47 BELGIUM 0.00 

0.00 0.00 1.87 1.87 SPAIN 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.93 0.93 
; 

Fim..AND 0.00 

7. 54 0.00 20.54 28.08 FRA.~CE 7.08 

0.92 0.00 0.00 0.92 i"ELAND 1.~0 

12.53 0.00 14.40 26.93 ITALY 14.04 

0.00 0.00 0.51 0.51 LUXEMBOURG 0.00 

25. 76 24.95 0.00 0.81 NORWAY 26.47 

89.03 48.18 3.13 43.98 NETHERLANDS 81.55 

18.94 1.42 37.49 55.01 GERMANY ,FED.REP. 19.30 

37 .29 0.00 10.91 48.20 UNITED KINGOOM 37.40 

0.00 0.00 1.16 1.15 SWITZERLAND 0.00 

1.82 0.00 1. 61 3.43 YUGOSLAVIA 2.20 

------- ------- ------- ------- -------------------- -------
195.63 74.55 106.03 227 .11 GRAND TOTAL 190.91 

------- _;.. _____ ------- ------- ' -------------------- -------

EXPORTS IMroRTS CONSUMP 

TION 

46.55 60.92 185.82 

0.00 1...88 4.24 

0.00 10. 75 10. 75 

0.00 0.99 0.99 

0.00 0.72 0.72 

0.00 11.93 19.29 

0.00 8.70 23.29 

0.00 0.50 0.50 

0.00 0.00 ~.19 

46.46 0.00 .;4.39 

0.09 24.44 42.63 

0.00 0.92 37.19 

0.00 0.09 C.09 

0.00 0.00 ·~. 55 

------- ------- -------
46.55 50.92 1.85.82 

------- ------- -------

EXPORTS IMPORTS CONSUMP 

TION 

69.45 103. 97 225. 43 

0.00 3.02 4.49 

0.00 10.38 10.:38 

0.00 2.17 2.17 

0.00 0.76 0. 76 

0.00 21.49 28.57 

0.00 0.00 1.40 

0.00 13.90 27 .94 

0.00 0.43 0.43 

25.23 0.00 1.24 

42.80 2.55 41.40 

1.42 34.31 52.19 

0.00 11.62 49.02 

0.00 1.21 1.21 

0.00 2.03 4.23 

------- ------- -------
69.45 103.97 225. 43 

------- ------- -------
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NATURAL GAS TRADE AND CONSUMPTION IN WESTERN EUROPE 
( Un it : 10 9 m 3) 

1982 MARKTD EXPORTS !Ml'ORTS CONSUMP 

PROD. TION 

i 

i 
WESTERN EUROPE 176.46 61.34 98.61 213. 73 ' i 

AUSTRIA 1.29 0.00 2.91 4.20 
BELGIUM 0.00 0.00 9.03 9.03 

DENMARK 0.03 0,00 0.01 0.04 

SPAIN 0.00 0.00 2.24 2.24 

rINLAND 0.00 0.00 0.73 0.73 

FRANCE 6.59 0.00 19. 73 26.32 

IRELAND 2.05 0.00 0.00 2.05 j 
ITALY 14.59 0.00 13.48 28.07 

LUXEMBOURG 0.00 0.00 0.37 0,37 

NORWAY 24.89 23.90 0.00 0.99 

NETHERLANDS 69. 73 35.82 2.86 36. 77 

GERMANY ,FED.REP. 16.82 1.62 33.60 48.80 
UNITED IUNGOOM '8.28 0.00 10.13 48.41 

SWITZERLAND 0.00 0.00 1.13 1.13 

YUGOSLAVIA 2.19 0.00 2.39 4.58 
! 
: 

-------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
GRAND TOTAL 176.46 61.34 98.61 213. 73 

-------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------

MARKTD EXPORTS IMPORTS CONSUMP 

1983 PROD. TION 

WESTERN EUROPE 180.11 61.64 104.37 222.84 

AUSTRIA 1.23 0.00 2.45 3.58 

BELGIUM 0.00 0.00 9.7? 9.77 

DENMARK 0.04 0.00 0.10 0.14 

SPAIN 0.00 0.00 2.39 2.39 

FINLAND 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.82 

FRANCE 6.66 0.00 22.95 29.61 

IRELAND 2.36 0.00 0.00 2.36 

ITALY 13.07 0.00 14.68 27.75 

LUXEMBOURG 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.36 

NORWAY 24.42 23.36 0.00 1.06 

NETHERLANDS 72.98 36.72 2.70 38.96 

GERMANY, FED. REP. 17.73 1.56 33.50 49.67 

. UNITED KINGOOM 39.53 0.00 10.54 50.07 

SWITZERLAND 0.00 0.00 1.48 1.48 

YUGOSLAVIA 2.09 0.00 2.63 4. 72 

-------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
GRAND TOTAL 180.11 61.64 104. 37 222.84 

-------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF NATURAL GAS IN 
WESTERN EUROPE IN 1981 - 10 9 m3 

( ) share of the exporting country in the total (%) 

Algeria Libya Netherlands Norway Soviet 
Union 

3.20 
(100) 

7.72 2.00 
(79) (21) 

0.85 
( 100) 

4.09* 9.72 2.54 4.18 
( 19) (45) (12) (19) 

6.44 7. 28 
(47) (53) 

0.39 
( 100) 

2.85 
(100) 

1. 41* 0. 73* 
(66) (34) 

0.55 , 

(55) 

0.47* 11. 21 
(4) (96) 

17.20 7.56 10.67 . 
(49) (21) (30) 

1.40 
(100) 

5.97 0.73 42.02 26.16 27 .58 
(6) (1) (40) (25) (27) 

. 

West TOTAL 
Germany 

3.20 

9.72 

0.85 

1.07 21.60 
( 5) 

13.72 

0.39 

2.85 

2.14 

0.45 1.00 
(45) 

11.68 

35.43 

1.40 

1.52 103. 98 
( 1) 
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF NATURAL GAS IN 
WESTERN EUROPE IN 1982 - 109 m3 

( ) : share of the exporting country in the total (%) 

Algeria Libya Nether lands Norway Soviet 
. Union 

2.91 
(100) 

0.32* 6.83 1.88 
(3) (76) (21) 

0.73 
( 100) 

6.58* 5.97 2.41 3. 77 

(34) ( 30) ( 12) (19) 

0.02* 4.85 8.61 
( - ) (36) ( 64) 

0.37 
( 100) 

2.86 
( 100) 

1.44* 0.80* 
( 64) (36) 

0.52 
( 46) 

0.02* 10.11 
( - ) ( 100) 

17. 28 6.64 9.68 
(51) (20) (29) 

2.39 

8.36 0.82 35.82 23.90 
(100) 

28.09 
(8) (1) (36) (24) (29) 

West TOTAL 
Genmny 

., 2.91 

9.03 

0.01 0.01 
( 100) 

0. 73 

1.00 19. 73 
(5) 

13.48 

0.37 

2.86 

2.24 

0.61 1.13 
(54) 

10.13 

33.60 

2.39 

1.62 98.61 
(2) 
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF NATURAL GAS IN 
WESTERN EUROPE IN 1983 - 109 m3 

( ) : share of the exporting country in the total (96) 

Algeria Libya Nether lands Norway Soviet 
Unioo 

2.45 
(100) 

2.28* 5.82 1. 67 
(23) (60) (17) 

. 

' 
i 0.82 
' ( 100) 

8.76* 7.69 2.31 3.69 
(38) (34) ( 10) (16) 

2.15 0.03* 4.85 ' 7.65 
(15) ( - ) (33) (52) 

0.36 
(100) 

2. 70 
(100) 

1.65* 0.74* i 

(69) (31) 

0.52 
i 

(35) ' 
' 
i 

; 10.54 

' 

( 100) 

17.48 6.14 9.88 
( 52) i 

(18) ( 29) 

2.63 

0.77 : 23. 36 
(100) 

14.84 36. 72 27 .12 
(14) (1) (35) ' (22) (26) 

West TOTA 
Germrny 

2.45 

9. 77 

0.10 0.10 
( 100) 

0.82 

0.50 22.95 
( 2) 

14.68 

0.36 

2. 70 

2.39 

0.96 1.48 
(65) 

10. 54 

33.50 

2.63 

1.56 104. 37 
(1) 
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I. Introduction 

- I should Like to begin by providing a brief sketch of the 
early development of gas markets in the European Community. 

- The introduction of Dutch supplies from the giant Groningen 
field during the sixties was the stimulus for the early build-up 
of natural gas pipeline infrastructure. 

- Between 1969 and 1979 natural gas consumption in the Community 
roughly quadrupled, the bulk of this growth be.ing 'Provided from 

' indigenous resources (see figure 1). 

- The development of North Sea gas deposits in the ?O's enhanced 
this trend • 

- The early development was spurred by flexible pr1c1ng and 
trading conditions which stimulated gas penetration in a wide 
variety of end uses. 

- As gas penetration increased the infrastructure to support 
this development - storage, pipelines, LNG terminals - were 
also expanded to the point that the Community today has -
with the notable exception of the British Isles - an integrated 
natural gas infrastructure (see figure 2). 

• ' f,, 
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- The oil shock of 1973, as can be seen from figure 1, did Little 
to slow the growth of gas consumption, This resilience in gas 
penetration combined with what in retrospect was an unduly optimistic 
view of economic prospects 1 as seen from the period from 1975-1979, 
Led to very high forecasts of future natural gas demand in different 
Member.States. 

- It was on the basis of such forecasts, many of which have since 
been revised downwards drastically, that the more recent contracts 
between Community countries and Algeria, Norway and the Soviet Union 
were signed. 

- For many European gas companies the price'.and volume conditions of 
some of these contracts were soon to prove too difficult to bear 
and economically damaging. 

Recent Developments 1979-1984 

- For the first time in 20 years, gas consumption in the European 
Community actually dropped in 1979/80, a trend that was to persist 
for two further years. 

- In addition to the norm~L recessionary pressures of th.e period, 
pressures which previously natural gas growth had appeared immune 
to, the major new factor in this decline was the uncompetitive position 
of natural gas against other fuels in its end-use markets, 

- In natural gas use in electricity production the decline was 
reinforced by a 1975 Commission directorate restricting such use. 

- Bulk gas users such as the chemical and other industries switched 
to cheaper energy forms, mainly coal, while the more captive elements 
of the market, the domestic and commercial sectors, showed a significant 
slowdown in growth. 

- The declining competitivity of natural gas arose,amon~ other reasons, 
from rather rigid pricing and delivery conditions of gas import 

" contracts from third countries, particularly from AL.geria. 

- Algeria, after a per~od
3

of heavy investment in LNG Liquefaction 
facilities (over 30x10 m capacity in 1983), and the construction· 
of the Trans-Mediterranean pipel~n3 linking Algeria, Tunisia ~n1 
Italy (operational capacity 8x10 m but rising Later to 16x10 m) 
committed itself to a heavy reliance on gas exports to balance 
the declining contribution from its oil exports to its development 
revenues. 
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- This commitment was reinforced in the late 1970's by a determined 
attempt on Algeria's part to link the price of natural gas to that 
of crude oil on a ~hermal equivalence basis and in doing so to maximize 
the return on gas exports. 

- To this end the Algerians, in their negotiations with Distrigaz 
of Belgium, Gaz de France and SNAM of Italy, successfully established 
a formula linking the gas price to a base price indexed to a 
"basket" of different crude prices, whose average density is always 
above that of Arabian light. 

- The goal of the formula was of course to bring about a convergence 
of the natural gas and crude prices. 

- The result of successfully negotiating this formula, first with 
Distrigaz, then with Gaz de France after intervention by the 
French Government and finally with Italy after a similar intervention 
by the Italian Government, has been to provide Algeria with a yield 
from natural gas exports up to 20¾ higher than the previous European 
supply prices (F.T. 17/11/~2).· ' 

- It also r·esulted, however, in the progressive loss of its major 
Americ~n

3
markets, starting with the El Paso contract in 1981 

(10x10 ~ 
3

LNG) and followed later by the Panhandle contract 
(4.5x10 m LNG) which was suspende~ 1n December 1983. Distrigaz, 
the only other US importer (1.2x10 m LNG) has also had problems 
with regulatory approval, though deliveries have continued. 

British Gas also failed to renew its import contract after 1980. 

- Those companies that did agree to the Algerian conditions on 
price and minimum take provisions paid heavily both in erosion 
of their fi;nancial bases (Gaz de France losses 1982 : 2.5 milliard 
francs, 1983 : 2.4 milliard francs) and through static or declining 
gas consumption (between 1979-1982 gas consumption in France was 
static, in Italy it declined by 3.5% and in Belgium by 27¾). 

- The· period also saw the closure of a new round of',Rus'sian 
contracts for Siberian gas. 

- As a consequenci an increasing awareness of supply security 
became noticeable among Community Member States. Natural gas import 
dependency, which as late as 1975 represented less than 7¾ of 
Community consumption had by 1983 grown to 30¾ of supply (see figure 1). 

- European Governments, conscious of the security and economic 
implications of gas imports, became increasingly involved in 
import contract issues, a factor which persists to this day. 

'' 
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- This resulted in political pressure being added to the 
normal commercial considerations in the negotiation process. 

- The early part of the period also saw the realization of what 
was anticipated as the basis of a major breakthrough for LNG 
into the European market. Faltering sales and uncompetitively 
high prices had by the end of the period shattered these 
prospects. 

- 1983 saw gas demand grow again by almost 4¾ to reach 165 mtoe, 
of which 50 mtoe was imported, 40¾ from Norway, 35¾• from the 
Soviet Union and 25% from Algeria. 

- The increase in demand in 1983 was spread unevenly between 
Member States, reflecting varying ~bility in the different 
gas markets to ride quickly out of recession. 

- Surplus availability among other reasons due to the aforementioned 
rigidity in import contracts, resulted in diversion of these surpluses 
to central power plants for electricity production (Belgium, Italy, 
Netherlands and Denmark). In some cases this is done in an attempt 
to avoid even Large financial Losses which would result from the 
take or pay clauses in import contracts. 

- Though the decline in oil prices in 1983 meant a parallel fall 
in the price of gas Linked to oil product prices, its competiti've 
position has not improved significantly in markets where inter-fuel 
competition has grown more intense (e.g. oil, coal and electricity 
now compete with gas for many markets in France). Moreover, the 
demand growth in 1983 reflected the economic upturn, the slackening 
in prices, and steady growth in new self-sufficient suppliers Like 
Ireland. 

- Overall natural gas has some way to go to regain the impetus 
of the ?O's in market penetration, a situation that will be 
increasingly influenced by renegotiation of existing contracts 
and the terms and delivery conditions of new contracts. 

- The relationship of gas prices, and particularly gas prices 
from third countries, to those of competing fuels in d+fferent 
Member States will determine the ultimate penetrati~n rate of 
gas in every market. Contract flexibility will also play a 
not insignificant role in market developments. 

' - One further factor which may play an increasingly influential 
role will be whether spot market gas sales develop. The physical infra
structure already exists to facilitate such sales (figure 2). 
The recent case of the Belgian efforts to negotiate more attractive 
conditions for their ammonia producers indicates that the 
potential for such transactions is not Limited to the United 
States. 
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- Presently the Commission for the purpose of analysing security 
and supply issues between now and the year 2000 assumes that gas 
remains competitive in each Memb.er State's market. 

- There is, however, no guarantee that this is a plausible 
assum~tion and much will depend, as stated earlier, on the 
terms of new or renegotiated contracts in the coming years. 

The Community Natural Gas Supply Situation 1984-2000 

.- In Line with the decline in forecasts of total energy demand, 
the period from 1980 onwards saw continous declines in the 
Commission's forecasts of the Likely gas supply requirements 
of the Community. (1981 : 221 mtoe in 1990, 1982 : 206 mtoe, 
1983 197 mtoe, 1984 : probably Lower again). 

- As a response to growing import dependency <2nd round of Russian 
contracts) the European Commission undertook in 1982 a study of 
the natural gas outlook with particular emphasis on the ability 
of the Community to sustain supply disruptions. The years 1985 and 
1990 were taken as horizon years. 

- The 1982 study indicated that on the basis of measures then 
envisaged, it would be possible for the Community to deal with 
a major interruption of supplies (at least 25¾ of normal 
supply for a six-month-period), with a minimum of repercussions 
for the final consumer. The Commission was asked by the Council 
of Energy Ministers to continue to follow the evolution of the 
situation and to extend its analyses to the 1990's with the 
year 2000 as horizon year. 

- Also the decline in crude oil prices in 1983 and the general 
softening of energy markets arising from recession and efficiency 
improvements necessitated a reappraisal of the possible evolution 
of natural gas markets. 

- In April 1984 the Commission produced a further ~atural gas 
study for the Council of Energy Ministers. 

- It cone Luded (figure 3) 
\ 

A) that gas supplies under existing import contracts and from 
indigenous production capacity are more than adequate to 
meet deman.d unti L the early 90's; 

B) any new import contract requirement would probably lie in 
the range 20-55 mtoe by the year 2000, when overall import 
dependence would have reached 50-60% of supply; 

c) the reserves and transport infrastructure available to 
potential suppliers to the Community far exceed the 
suggested requirement for new contracts; 

and 
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D) given the•increased Level of- import dependency there was 
justification for increased cooperation between Member States 
and their gas transmission companies to ensure that an adequate 
Level of security could be maintained in the most cost 
effective manner • 
• 

- By 1990 the study suggested that the USSR (44%) would replace 
Norway (32%) as the Community's major third country supplier with 
Algeria (24%) retaining the balance of the 84 mtoe market for 
imports. 

- For the new import requirement appearing in the mid-1990's'the 
most Likely suppliers are once again the Soviet Union, Algeria and 
Norway. 

- Other sources which could possibly supply part of-these requirements 
are Nigeria, Cameroon and the Ivory Coast. 

- LNG imports from Canada or Middle Eastern countries such as Abu-Dhabi 
or Qatar are considered unlikely to contribute to 'European supply before 
the turn of the century. 

- On existing estimates the total import requirement to the Community 
will rise from 30% in 1983 to 43% in 1990 and between 50-60% of total 
consumption in 2000. 

- The import dependence of individual member states will vary greatly. 
For example supply dependence on the largest supplier in 1990, the USSR, 
will range from 0% to 36% of consumption. 

- The need for an adequate level of diversification is therefore self
evident as one means of improving supply security. 

- Further imports from Norway and the development of the giant Troll 
field in particular for Community use would be in line with the 
Community goal of limiting dependence on non-OECD suppliers. 

- The pressure on the USSR to recoup its investment in gas production and 
transportation facilities, its need for hard curregcy'earnings to balance 
the eventual decline in oil exports, and its enormous reserves (40% of the 
world total) are Likely to ensure a strongly competitive approach by the 
USSR to Community markets. 

I 

- This has significant implications for its immediate competitors in 
Community markets, Norway and Algeria, and for any future competitors. 
In the future price and contract flexibility will be the key issues 
for most purchases. Source diversification will be important but will not be 
the only crucial consideration to many importing gas companies. 
The USSR's flexibility in price and contract conditions negotiation 
could give it a distinct edge over some of ,its competitors. 

- This is reinforced by the increased inter-fuel competition to natural 
gas in its end-use markets, which has already caused Loss of market 
share to some gas undertakings with high cost supplies. ,, 

,. 
- For Algeria likewise, the need to maximize the utilisation Levels of its 
pipeline and LNG capacity to both maintain its income flow and avoid plant 
deterioration may create a more competitive approach to gas sales. 

I" 
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- In today's market conditions, gas transmission companies have become 
more reluctant to commit themselves to additional contracts from high 
cost sources outside the Community, than for example when the Statfjord 
and new Russian supplies were negotiated. 

- If d,ecisions on new import deals are delayed until the demand evolution 
is clearer, the fallback suppliers, i.e. those who could supply quickly and 
at reasonable low additional costs to the Community, will be the USSR and 
Algeria. 

- Commitment to these countries to the exclusion of other OECD suppliers 
would conflict with Community policy on source diversification. 

- There is a strong preference for the Community therefore to see the 
ordered development of reserves such as Sleipner and Troll. 

- In addition against the background of the expected increase in import 
dependency in the 1990's, a major share of which is expected to come from 
non-OECD sources, the Commission and Member States are examining means of 
further improving their supply security through cross-border co-operation. 

- Such co-operation could take several forms. 

- Companies might collaborate more closely on the construction and 
utilisation of gas stocks in each other's territory. 

- Thus, in the event of an emergency, a company might draw stock from 
a collaborating company's storage in another state. 

- Companies might also consider agreements on access to either flexible 
production capacity or interruptible industrial contracts in each other's 
territory as a means of reducing the security burden on individual 
companies or Member States. 

- It is critical to'the gas market developme~t that the' link between 
gas import prices and market share is fully appreciated. 

- The uncertainty in gas demand forecasting arises from'a variety of 
factors. ~ 

'• 

- These include the related uncertainties in economic and social. 
development in the Community, which affect total demand for energy 
and the availabiliiy of alternative fields such as oil, coal and 
electricity, and the impact of conservation policies. 

- Most critical, however, is the price perceived by the consumer in 
the different end-use markets. 

- This link between pricing and demand development is critical in 
my opinion to adressing the problems of developing and maintaining 
markets. Developing and maintaining markets for natural gas appears 
one of the key issues for the years to come. 
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Summary 

1. Natural gas has become a major element in the Community's 
energy strategy·of reducing its dependency on oil. At present 
natural gas supplies 19% of total primary energy consumption. 

2. This growth in natural gas consumption was based on 
competitively priced indigenous supplies with flexible delivery 
cond it i ens. 

3. The gas market is likely to remain in surplus for some time 
to come. 

I 

4. The Level of about 19% of total primary consumption can only be 
maintained to the turn of the century, provided the gas companies 
find ways and means to market the gas competitively. It is felt 
that this is one of the key issues for the gas industry in the 
coming years. 

5. Gas competitivity has declined over the last few years as a 
result of high priced contracts negotiated in the Late ?D's. The 
recent upturn will be difficult to sustain without considerable 
efforts by both importers and their suppliers to agree more 
flexible conditions. 

6. New import contracts in the 1990's will require greater price 
and delivery flexibility than.those concluded in the last decade. 

7. Indigenous production will not keep pace with demand with the 
result that gas· imports will grow in importance 11983 : 30¾, 
1990 : probably> 40%, 2000 : probably> 50%. 

8. The Community's import needs.may reach a level of between 
20-55 mtoe. 

~ 

9. If decisions on new import deals are delayed u',-,ti l demand 
evolution is clearer, the fallback suppliers, i.e. those who 
could supply quickly and at reasonable Low additional costs 
to the Community, will be the USSR and Algeria. 
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fig 3 

EUR-10: NATURAL GAS DEMAND 1982-1990-2000 

1982 .1990 .. ' 2000 (mio toe)· 

volume ¼ volume o; .. 
0. volume °lo 

-
Indigenous Production 116 72 112 .. .,. .57;,• 89-97 1,0 -50 

. 
... :.:.i 

Contracted Imports 46 28 84 1,3 .··· 77 35-1,0 

' ••, . . 

of which : ··Norway 22 13 ·· .. 27 . !I+: 17 8-9 I 
., . 

' . ' .. 

Algeria 6 I, 
1,·, 

20. . 70. 20 9 - 7 7 .. 
.,- .-,. . 

' .. 
·,:. :- · .. .,· 

USSR 18 7 7 '. ·. 37 ,• 79 .·. 40 78-27 

Imports not yet contracted - - -
,, 

. - .. 19- 54 70-25 

TOTAL IMPORTS 46 28 8,4 1,3 · 96-131 50-60 

TOTAL DEMAND 159+ 98 196 700 , J93-221 JOO 
,. I ·. 

+Storage and Losses= 3 rnio toe ( 2 °lo) 
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1. IL GAS NATURAL£ E IL P.E.N. 

E 1 forse opportune premettere ·una schematicH situazione 

dell'industria del gas in Italia. (graf'ico 1). 

Il gas copre circa il 16% del f'abbisogno energetico italia

no essendo il 64% circa ricoperto dal petrolio, il 10% 

dai combustibili solidi e il 10% dall 'cnergia elcttrica; 

e quindi il secondo settore per importanza. 

Il gas naturale copre 11 31% dei f'abbisogni encrgctici nel 

set tore civile, il 24% di quello i.ndustriale e 1 '1% di 

quello dei trasporti. 

L' approvvigionamento in Italia e all' estero, 11 trasporto 

e la vendita sono compito della SNAM, societa del Gruppo 

ENI che serve direttamente circa 3.000 aziende industriali 

e 1.700 Comuni con una rete di circa 16.000 Km. Nel 

1983 la SNAM ha vcnduto circa 26, 7 miliardi di metri cubi 

di metano. 

La distribuzionc cittadina e operata da azicndc specializ-

zate del settore 

rniglie servite, 

con 

del 

una 

33% 

r:ip"art.i.zione, 

di aziende 

riferi ta alle f'a

controllate dalla 

SNAM, del 46% di aziende pubbliche (rnunicipalizzate o ge

stioni comunali) e del 21% di aziende private. 

L'utilizzazione <iel metano in Italia si e sviluppato in 

3 fasi successive ( figura 2) . 
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La prima fase prende l'avvio nell'immediato dopoguerra, 

con la scoperta dei giacimenti nella Valle Padana. La 

~ete dei metanodotti cominci6 ad estendersi con gradualita, 

interessando anche le aree del Centro e del Mezzogiorno, 

in questo agev?lata dai ritrovamenti di metano nel Ra

vennate, negl i Abruzzi, .in Puglia ed in Sic i 1 ia. 

In questo periodo .che comprende gli anni '50 e '60 si rag•

giungono livelli di p~oduzione molto prossimi a quelli at

tuali: 11 gas nazionale copre il 100% delle vendite. 

Nella seconda fase che comprende gli anni '70 iniziano 

le importazioni che arrivano a coprire circa 11 50% delle 

vendite raddoppiando quindi le disponibilita. La,prima im-

portazione in Italia e stata attivata riel 1971, con l'arri

vo al terminale di La ···spezia del gas naturale liquefatto 

libico; all'anno 1974 risalgono invece i primi ,trasporU 

a lunga distanza di metano di produzione europea, con 

l 'avvio delle importazioni via tubo dalla Russia e dal-

1 '0landa. 

Laterza fase si apre con l'avvio dell'importazione al

gerina che rappresenta un primato nel campo dei grandi 

trasporti di gas, anche per quanto riguarda la posa di 

condotte sottomarine; essa e caratterizzata da un conso

lidamento delle penetrazione del gas, secondo gli obiet-

tivi programmatici tracciati dal P.E.N. che porteranno 

a traguardi di vendita alla fine degli anni '80 di circa 3 

volte il livello di vendita raggiunto alla fine della pri-
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ma fase con una incidenza delle irnportazioni superiore 

ai 2/3 del totale . 

. I traguardi fissati dal P.E.N. sono stati oggetto da parte 

d.i operatori e studiosi di aggiornarnenti delle previsioni 

cornportanti un ·ridirnensionarnento della dornanda di energia 

- al 1990 - tali valutazioni pur rnodificando le quantita 

non alterano sostanzialmente il quadro strategico ed in es

soil ruolo del metano come estate configurato. 

Il ricorso ad una maggiore quota del metano nella copertu-

ra del fabbisogno ~n~rgeEic• nazionale costituisce una 

delle tre grandi linee di diversificazione delle fonti prl

marie di energia e dei relativi mercati di approvvigioname~ 

to indicati dal P.E.N. insieme alla diffusione del• car

bone e del nucleare e cio soprattutto per ridurre i rischi 

derivanti da una preponderante dipendenza dal petrolio. 

Cerchero di. esaminare quali sono i supporti pi0 validi che 

giustificano, a mio avviso, gli obiettivi posti dal P.E.N. 

peril settore gas naturale. 

Prima di tutto la disponibili ta; le risorse di metano 

nel mondo presentano, rispetto a quelle di petrolio• 

una rnaggiore durata prevedibile (figura 3). 

Le riserve provate di rnetano infatti raggiungono il 

livello di circa 86.000 rniliardi di rnetri cubi, equi

valenti a circa 60 anni di consurno, con l'attuale 

ri trno di utilizzazione; le riserve di petrolio ora co-
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nosciute ammontano a circa 92 .000 milioni di tonnel-

late, quindi con una dimensione energetica non 

• molto superiore a quella del metano ma con una durata, 

sulla base degli attuali consumi, corrispondente. a 33 

anni. 
geopoli ti ca 

Secondariamente una maggiore diversificazione rispetto al 

petrolio(e quindi una maggior sicurezza degli approvvi

gionamenti); i 1 sistema gas pur essendo strutturalmente 

piu rigido di quello del petrolio ha superato senza 

particolari difficol ta gli anni di crisi energetica sia 

in considerazione alle aree_ di approvvigionamento sia 

in conseguenza ai particolari tipi _di contratti di for

nitura che legano i contraenti con impegni di lunga du

rata ed investimenti consistenti delle due parti, sia 

per l 'esistenza in Italia di rilevanti quanti tativi di 

produzione che rappresenta se non 1 'uni ca la piu consi

stente riserva energetj_ca del no"stro paese. 

Un ruolo importante sulla sicurezza degli approvvigiona-

menti si ottiene inoltre con disponibili-

ta di volumi contrattuali delle importazioni superiori 

a quello necessario per i consumi preferenziali e quindi 

con una opportuna quot~ ~i interrompibili; un ruolo 

fondamentale giocano gli stoccaggi strategici in gia

cimenti in esaurimento che raggiungeranno i 10 12 
9 

10 me. e sono in fase di allestimento 

Terzo elemento di validita degli obiettlvi P.E.N. ~ 

il consistente apporto che il rnetano ha dato e puo 
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miglioramento del 1 'arnbiente; essendo un 

praticamente senza zolfo la combustione 

emissioni di anidride solforosa che ~ 

il maggior inquinante dell'atmosfera; l'utilizzo del 

metano in luogo dei combtistibili liquidi sostitutivi ha 

perrnesso nel · 1983 di ridurre le ernissioni solforose 

nell'atrnosfera di circa 900.000 Tonn. 

Uno studio dell '0CSE di Parigi ha recentemente identi

ficato · in 20 miliardi di dollari la spesa annua che i 

Paesi dell'Europa 0ccidentale devono sostenere per pro

teggersi dall'inquinamento di anidride solforosa. 

Inol tre l 'ampliamento dell 'uso. del rnetano previsto dal 

P.E.N. come diversificazione degli approvvigionamenti 

energetici comportera apprezzabili risparmi 

energetici in particolare in alcuni settori che possono 

meglio sfruttare le possibili ta di rnaggior rendimento 

termico (caldaie a condensazione , riscaldamenti uni

famigliari) o l'utilizzo come energia prirnaria (scalda

bagni a gas). Una valutazione di larga massima quantiz

za : in circa 1 milione di Tep il risparmio consegui

bile con il nuovo apporto di gas naturale. 
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2. LA DISP0NIBILITA' (figura 4) 

Le disponibili ta necessarie all a copertura del fabbisogno . 
programmato provverranno dalla produzione nazionale, daico~ 

tratti operatiVi d'importazione dall'0landa e dall'Unione 

Sovietica e dall'Algeria. A partire dalla seconda meta de

gli anni '80 e previsto il contributo del nuovo progetto 

d'importazione dall'URSS. 

La produzione nazionale puo fare affidamento su ri.serve ac-
• certate dell'ordine di 200 miliardi di metri cubi. Anche in 

relazione alle favorevoli prospettive dell'attivita di ri

cerca dell'AGIP la produzione nazionale continuera a mante

nersi su livelli confrontabili a quelli attualmente in es

sere dell' ordine di 11 + 12 miliardi di metri cubi anno. 

E' pertanto prevedibile peril 1990 un ruolo del gas nazio

nale piu marcato di quello indicate dal P.E.N. 

L'importazione dall'0landa attivata nel 1974 prosegue rego

larmente ad un livello di fornitura dell'ordine di 5 miliar 

di di metri cubi. L' importazione olandese presenta una ap

prezzabile importanza strategica per la sicurezza dell'ap

provvigionamento ed e prevista una diluizione su un pe-

-riodo di tempo piu lungo dei volumi contrattuali. 

Per quanto riguarda la fornitura di gas dall'Unione Sovie

tica al di la dell' attuale contratto di circa 7 mili.ardi 

di metri cubi anno che ha operate validamente fino dal 

1974, e noto che la SNAM ha sottoscritto un accordo pI'e-

1 iminare per una ul teriore forni tura fino ad un massimo 
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di 8 miliardi di metri cubi all'anno per 25 anni. 

Ragioni poli tiche hanno suggeri to il dilazionamento del-

1 'assenso governativo a questo contratto aggiuntivo che si 

concretizzo nella. "pausa di riflessione". La posizic:me del

l' ENI e nota; i · programmi di vendi ta fanno prevedere nel

la sec 0,nda meta degli anni '80 la necessi ta di un incremen

to delle importazioni; non appena le ragioni politiche che 

avevano condizionato la dilazione del contratto fossero su

perate, la SNAM e di~ponibile alla definizione di un nuovo 

contratto, evidentemente alla luce delle variabili che la 

situazione energetica internazionale ha portato. 

L'importazione algerina e stata attivata nello scorso mese 

di agosto a segui to degl i accordi sottoscri tti tra SNAM e 

S0NATRACH il 24 febbraio 1983. Attualmente la fornitura e 
a livello previsto peril 2° anno contrattuale pari a circa 

7 miliardi di metri cubi anno. In base agli accordi il 

contratto con la S0NATRACH subira una prima revisione nel 

1 ° semestre del 1986 per un "eventuale aggiorname.nto delle 

condizioni di fornitura. La fornitura a regime e prevista 

in 11 + 12 miliardi di metri'cubi anno. 

L' importazione di gas naturale liquefatto dalla Libia e 
stata interrotta nel 1980, in relazione all'incompatibili

ta con il mercato finale de.gli adeguamenti di prezzo ri

chiesti dall'esportatore. Il terminale di Panigaglfa e 
state comunque mantenuto operativo e, a seguito di modifi- · 

che realizzate, e ora in grado di poter trattare GNL di 

qualsiasi provenienza, nell'ottica di una sua. utilizza-
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zione stagionale finalizzata ad una n,aggiore disponibilit~ 

di portata di punta. 
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3. I PREZZI DEL GAS NEGLI APPROVVIGIONAMENTI INTERNAZIONALI 

A differenza di quanto avviene per il petrolio, non esi

ste a livello mondiale un mercato omogeneo del metano. 

Una componente importante nel prezzo finale del gas e 
rappresentata dai costi fissi conseguenti agli investimenti 

che le Parti hanno effettuato per la produzione, il 

trasporto e la distr.ibuzione. E' percio di peculiare ri-

1 evanza l' individuazione del "pun to di consegna" de 1 gas, 

in base al quale vengono · tipartiti gli investimenti tra 

esportatore ed importatore (figura 5). 

Nel caso dell' importazione olandese il gas viene venduto 

al confine dell' esportatore, mentre per il gas sovietico 

l 'esportatore effettua 11 trasporto a proprie spese anche 

attraverso gli al tri Paesi del Comecon. Per quanto riguar

da infine l' importazione algerina, il pun to di consegna e 
al confine tra Algeria e Tunisia, anche se la societa espo~ 

tatrice algerina partecipa al 50% con la SNAM nella societa 

proptietaria del gasdotto atti:'averso il Canale di Sicilia. 

Il gas naturale puo essere importato ad un prezzo massimo 

commerciale che consenta di coprire i cos ti .. di trasporto, 

stoccaggio e distribuzione arrivando ad un prezzo di vendi

ta all' utilizzatore finale competi tivo con quello dei pro

dotti sostitutivi. 

Ne. risultano varie formulazioni di prezzo riconducibile 
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ad un prezzo riferi to ad un paniere ponderato di prodotti 

sostituibili cui viene sottratto 11 costo per il trasporto 

e la distribuzione. Ha quindi rilevanza in questo contesto 

la definizione del mercato finale sostituibile, le distanze 

ed i costi di trasporto, nonche la flessibilita concessa 

al compratore 'sulle quantita da ritirare. 

Questo prezzo deve poi mantenersi nel tempo in termini rea-
' 

li percio in sede di aggiornamento del prezzo, la formula di 

indicizzazione deve essere coerente con i predetti criteri. 
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4. OBIETTIVI DI VENDITA 

•La presehza del 

1983 e del 1.6%; 

gas naturale 

le previsioni 

nel bil anc.i.o energet:ico 

del P.E.N. indicano per il 

1990 una penetrazione del metano del. 19 20%. 

L'attuazione del programma indica per il 1990 un livello 

cornplessivo di vendita dell'ordine di 37,5 39,5 miliardi. 

di rnet1'i cubi, a fronte dei circa 26, 7 mili.ardi attuali c 

quincli uh aumento dei consumi di poco inferi ore di. :,CJ%. 

La situazione attuale delle vendite e rappresentalc1 in J'i

gura 6. 

I programmi di vendita sono riportati in figura 7. 

Il settore degli usi civili e quello che meglio puo ap-

prezzare i pregi del metano, 

ed economicita di impiego, 

quali comodita, semplicita 

elevate rendimento, sicurez-

za·e continuita nell'alimentazione, eliminazione se rba-

toi di deposito,· trasparenza della quantita e della qua

li ta del prodotto erogato, ol tre che assoluta assenza del

le emissioni inquinanti tipiche dei combustibili tradizi.o

nali, che contencndo zolfo, producono con la loro com

bustione anidride solforosa ed acido solforico. 

A questo proposito puo essere citato l'escmpio della citt~ 

di Venezia che, per il mo:nento unica .in ItaJia, e protctta 

cla una legge speciale contro l'inquinamento. 

D 1 
,:i} tra pdrl.e ~-, noto che lo 11 srnog 11 1ondine:::3e e divcr:.tatc.i 
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un ricordo del passato grazie all'uso del gas naturale; 

tempo fa ho sentito dire da rappresentanti russi che rile

v,azi oni di ind i c i di inquinamento fanno considerare Mosca 

la citta piu pulita d'Europa avendo adottato per la quasi 

totalita il riscaldamento a metano. 

Il programme della SNAM prevede per il set~ore degli usi 

civili uno sviluppo dagli attuali 12 miliardi di metri 

cubi all' anno a circa 17 miliardi nel 1990, con una pene

trazione nel mercato stimata pari al 42%, a fronte dell'at

tuale 31%. 

La diffusione del metano sia, in termini estensivi, grazie 

all.' acquisizione prevista di circa 3 milioni di nuovi u

tenti che si aggiungeranno agl_i oltre 8 milioni gia allac

ciati, sia in termini intensivi, in relazione alla trasfor

mazione a metano puro delle reti di distribuzione dclle 

grandi citta (Roma, Milano, Napoli) ed al relative sviluppo 

dei riscaldamenti a metano (figure 8). 

I programmi di vendita ai consumatori industriali indicano 

peril 1990 un livello di circa 13,5 miliardi di metri cu

bi, a fronte degli attuali 10 miliardi circa. Tale sviluppo 

determinera una copertura del fabbisogno energetic □ del 

set tore da parte del metano dell' ordine del 30% circa men

tre attualmentc risulta pari al 24%. L'acquisizione in

teressera sia i.l mercato degli "usi prioritari", peral

tro gl ii in buona part.e servi to, che i consumi. at tualmen te 

soddlsfatti do olio combustibile. 
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La previsione di consume per uso termoelettrico, del-

l 'ordine dL; 5 miliardi di · metri cubi, c coerente con il 

consistente apporto che gli idrocarburi dovranno ancora 

fornire a medic termine per la produzionc di energia elet

trica, anche in relazione ai rit2rdi accumulatisi nella 

costruzione di centrali a carbone e nucleari. Il metano 

puo pertanto trovare una collocazione temporanea, in si

tuazione di disponibili ta durante la fase di avvi amen to 

dell'importazione; sµperato tale periodo i volumi destinati 

all'uso termoelettrico potranno essere gradualmente ridotti 

ed in parte destinati al mercato prioritario. 

Comunque una adeguata quota di metano 11 in te rromp i bi 1 e 11 

c strutturale al sistema di approvvigionamento e distribu

ziorie. Tale quota, unitamente alle quantita prelevabili 

dallo stoccaggio, assicura oltre alla modulazione stagio

nale dell a domanda, la necessaria continui ta. di alimenta

zione delle utenze priori tarie anche in case di riduzione 

dalle importazioni e consente quindi di destinare rile

vanti quantita di gas agli usi piu·pregiati. 

Il recente accordo .raggiunto tra SNAM ed ENEL si colloca 

in quest'ottica e consente, nel pieno rispetto della con

venienza delle parti interessate, di sos ti tuire olio com

bustibile che, per una quota rilevante, viene i.mportato. 

Non va infatti dimenticato che il gas naturale c un com

bustibile e come tale, ne~la gamma degli idrocarburi solidi 

liquidi e gassosi ha solo il pregio di migliori doti cii 

combustione; stante le notevoli riserve provate avendo J.a 
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tecnica del grande trasporto raggiunto livelli e 1'ealizza

zioni impensabili ilcuni anni fa, una volta soddisfatti tu! 

ti gli usi priori tari, non si vedono apprezzabili rnotivi 

oerche, a par,ita di condizioni economiche, non si debba 

optare, anche nell 'utilizzo delle centrali termiche, ed in 
di 

particolari periodi di utilizzo, per l'uso del metano pro-

venienza rnagari dal deserto Sahariano o dalla Siberia in 

luogo del piu inquinante olio cornbustibile proveniente 

dal Medio Oriente o dal Venezuela. 
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5. I PHEZZI DI VENDITA DEL METANO 

Le vendite del metano eono effettuate sulla base di siste

mi tariffari uniformi sull'intero territorio naz!onale. 

In relazione a quanta stabilito dal CIPE con del!tiera dcJ 

20 settembre 1974, il prezzo del metano praticato dal 12 

SNAM ~ soggetto al regime di sorveglianza. In l!nea gene-

ral e sulla formazione di tale prezzo influiscono ! cos ti 

di approvvigionamento del gas sul mer·cato nazionale e inter 

nazionale nonchc i costi di trasporto, stoccap,gio c v.r:mde 

distribuzione. Per tenere canto della dinamica di tali co-

sti, in sede di indicizzaiione vengono assunti. come riferi

mento parametri energetici caratteristici di diascun setto-

re cii utilizzizir,nc nonch~ parametri inflattivi. 

Nel settore degli usi civili la tariffa all 'utente finale 

c formata da due componenti, una relativa al prezzo del gas 

erogato dalla SNAM alle Aziende Distr!butrici, che incidc 

per circa i 3/4 sulla tariffa finale, l'altra relativa ~.co 

sto sostenuto da queste · ul time per la distribuzione ur

bana per l'ulteriore 1/4 

Il prezzo di forni tura tra SNAM ed Aziende viene seme 0
-

stralmente aggiornato con riferimento alle quotazioni del 

gasolio per riscaldamento al netto di i1nposte. I costi cJj 

distribuzionc delle Aziende, stibiliti mediante una p1·oce

dura CIP ("Metodo") clw assicura alle imprcse il pareg-
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gi.o del bilancio costi-ricavj j_n prct·",cnza cl i una rernu-

ncr·o.z·ione dcl cap:i tale inve:-_;ti to, v~ngono anriun.lmente ade

gupti con l'infln,:iohe ed il costo del lc,voro. 

In relazione al la natura "amministrata 11 delle tarjffe 

finali, sussistono attualmente difficol t,\, in sede di re

visione tariffaria, per l 'appl.icazione del regime di sor-

vcglianza del prezzo SNAM. Poiche una grossa componente 

del costo SNAM e 1eg0 ta a fattor.i esogeni correlati ai 

costi petrolifcri ed ~i valorj_ della lira sarEl nccessarjo 

con la ctefinitiva sorvegl.ianzn dei prezzi del gasoJio 

una . passare a sorvegl1.anza operativa anche i prczzi del rnet.ano 

S!~AM, ten~ndo soprattutto presentc che oggi circa 7 r11iliohi 

di famigl.ie si. scaldano col gnsol.io ma gi.a 4 mi l.ioni si 

scal.dano col metano e che fra pochi anni questi numeri 

sono destinati ad invertirsi. 

Il ciclo distributivo del metano per uso civile si dimo

stra valido anche sul piano economico dal momenta che con

sentc lc1. remunerazione dei cos ti dcgl i opera tori del set

t.ore e determina, per il consumatore fi.nale, tariffe con 

margini di convenienza rispetto alle fonti energetiche 

sosti.tutive. Attualmente le famigl.Je chc possono util.izza-

r·e il metano per la _totalita degli usi domestici reg!.strano 

r i spa rm i dell 'ordine del 20 + 30'/4 rispetto alla spesa annua 

dcJ.le famiglie utilizzanti altrc fonti energctiche anche 

in rel2zione alla composizione dei vari. utilizzi per cu

cina, acqua c;:ilda e riscalda.mento. 
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Nel sett ore dcgl i. u.s1 inrjustrial i gli accorcli dcl diccinbrc 

scorso tra SNAM, Confindustria e Confapl. validi per 11 

trlennio 1984 / 1986 rcgolano ii 

logici del metano, 

tipo continua. 

cui vengono praticatc fornit11re di 

II principale elemento innovativo degli accordi ~ costitui

to dalla introduzione di un sistema di prezzi di tipo bl_ 

nomio che favorisce una piu razionale gestione della ri-

sorsa metano da parte dei consumatori. Sano state in par-

ticolare contempcrate le esigenze sia · clei piccoli che dei 

grandi consumatori, con 1 'offerta in· opzione di due diver-

se strutture di prezzo, e vengon privilegiati i consurni 

effettuati nei periodi di minor carico del si.stema di

stributivo clel metano. 

L' adeguamento de i prezzi viene e ffettua to con rife rirnen to 

alle quotazioni dell 'olio combustibile per quanto riguar

da il terrnine proporzionale dell.a turiffa lJinornia; i l. Ler-

mine "fisso" risul ta invece indici.zzato a pararnetri in

flattivi. 

Per quanta concerne infine le forniture di tipo inter

rornpi.bile sia per uso industriale che termoelettrico, il 

prezzo viene fissato in relazjone alle quotazioni di rner

cato dell'olio cornbustibile denso ad alto tenore di zol

fo, adottato dai singoli consumatori in alternativa il 

metano. 
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CONCLUSJONJ 

.Credo con questa espo:-:;i;;.~ione si siano toccati j tcrni c:"lt-

tual1 dell' inrJustria del gas naturale; lo svi.luppo deg.Li 

11s.i del gas aJ;lo stato attualc del}e cose si stn dirno~:>tr:::n

do tut to sor.imato la pi.LI consistente cd rJ.ttendibile al t•~r

nativa cii politica cnergctica dcl nostro Pac,c;c; gli oL,iel

tiv.i po;:3sono cs~3cre giudicnti ambi.zinsl mn ri.teni.amo sianc: 

pcrseguibili e st.iamo operando pcrche si realizz)no. 
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SITUAZIONE DEL SETTORE 
GAS NATURALE IN IT ALIA 

COPERTURA DEL FABBISOGNO 
ENERGETICO ALL' 83 

----10% IDRO•GEO•NUCL. 

~- 10% COMB. SOLIDI 

--16% GAS NATURALE 

64 % PETROL to 

COPERTURA DEi SETTORI 

Civilo IMUStr. Tr-.,ort.o 

1% 

Snam 1983 

26700"000"()()0 m3 di metano distribuito 

16'000 km di gasdotti 

3·000 utenti industriali 

T700 Comuni allacciati 

8'000'000 di famiglie servite 

RIPARTIZIONE PERCENTUALE 
DEL MERCATO DEL GAS NATURALE 

PER USO CIVllE 

Aziende 
Private 

Az .... 
Pubblche 

Aziende 
controllate 
SHAM 

• 
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UTILIZZAZIONE DEL GAS -NATURALE 
IN ITALIA 

PER SETlDRI DI IMPIEGO 

miliardi di metri cubi 

AUTOTRAZIONE \ 30-+---------------- __ \ _________ -- ---------
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Riserve Gas 
86.000 109mc 

Consumi 

T420·109mc 

Durata 60 anni 

RISERVE E PRODUZIONE UTILIZZATA 
DI GAS NATURALE PER GRANDI .. ·· AREE 

1-1-1983· 
( miliardi di metri cubi I 

, .• 

Africa 

~RISERVi 

L.11:::r ~ UTIUZZATA ( 1982) 

Ri:ser..-e Petrolio 

92000 1()6ton 

<::onsumi 
2800· 106 ton 

Durata 33 anni 

• 
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RIPARTIZI0NE DEi C0NSUMI DI GAS NATURALE 

PER GRANDI SETT0RI DI UTILIZZAZI0NE 

1970 1982 
MILIARDI MILIARDI 
DI MC % DI MC % 

ITALIA 

CIVIL! 3,0 23,4 11,5 43,1 
INDUSTRIAL! 6,1 47,7 10,5 39.3 
CHIMICI 2,1 16,4 . 1,8 6,7 
TERMOELETTRICI 1.6 12,5 2,9 10,9 

. T0TALE 12,8 100,0 26,7 100,0 

T0TALE CEE A 9 

CIVIL! 27,2 36,9 91,4 47.4 
INDUSTRIAL! 27,2 36,9 63.9 33.1 
CHIMICI 5,9 8,1 12,6 6.6 
TERMOELETTRICI 13,3 18,1 24,9 12.9 

T0TALE 73,6 100,0 192,8 100.0 

,. 
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UTILIZZAZIONE DEL GAS NATURALE 
IN ITALIA 

PER SETTORI DI IMPIEGO 

miliardi di metri cubi 
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PROGRAMA DI SVILUPPO I§ I~ UIEIZE '(!ILL 
(AILIONI DI F~l&LIE) 

OD CENTRO SIii ITM.IA 
1982 1990 19&2 1990 1982 1991 1982 1990 

1) fliERCATO POTEIIZIALE 6,8 8,0 2,3 3,1 1.6 J,8 10,7 14,9 
<1> 

2) UTENZE SERVITE 

CUCINA 5,7 6,7 1,6 2,3 0,8 2,3 8,1 11,3 

ACOUA CALDA 3,3 4.3 0,5 0,8 (ll,2 0,7 ",0 5,8 
RI SCALDAPIENTO 3,2 5,0 0,8 1,4 0,2 0,9 '4,2 7,3 
DI CU I : 

CENTRALIZZATO o,i 2.0 0.3 0.5 • • 0,2 1,1 2,7 
AUTONOHO 1,6 2,1 0, lj 0,7 Cl, 1 Q,4 2,1 · 3,2 
STUFE 0,8 ©.9 0,1 0,2 0,1 0,3 LO 1.4 

. ' 

(1) fAHIGLIE RESIDENT! IIIEI ~I SERVITI DALLA RETE HETANO, 



PROGRAMMA DI VENDITA DI METANO IN !TALIA (MILIARDI DI MC) 

NORD CENTRO SUD 

1982 1990 1982 1990 1982 1990 

CIVIL! 9,4 13,4 1,6 2,3 0,4 1,3 
DI CU i : 

-CUCINA 0,6 0,7 0,2 0,3 0,1 0,3 
-ACQUA CALDA 0,9 1,1 0,1 0,2 • • 0,2 
-RISCALDAMENTO 6,2 8,7 1,0 1,4 0,3 0,7 

-CENTRALIZZATO 1,7 4,0 0,3 0,5 0,1 0.,2 
-AUTONOMO 3,8 4,0 0,6 0,8 0,2 0,4 
-STUFE 0,7 0,7 0,1 o,r 0,1 

-TOTALE RESIDENZ, 7,7 10,5 1,3 1,9 0,4 L2 
-TERZIARIO 1,7 2,9 0,3 0,4 0,1 
INDUSTRIAL! 6,5 8,5 L4 2,2 1,8 2,8 
SINTESI CHIMICA 1,1 1,2 

. 
0,2 0,2 0,5 0,6 

AUTOTRAZIONE 0,2 0,3 0,1 0,1 • • 0,1 
TERP.OELETTR I CO 1,1 2,6 • • • • 1,7 2,4 

TOTALE VENDITE 18,3 26,0 3,3 4,8 4,4 7,1 
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PR0GRAMMA DI VENDITA DI METAN0 IN ITALIA (MILIARDI DI Mc) 

ITALIA 
1982 1990 

CIVILI · 1L4 17,0 

DI CUI:. 

-CUCINA. 0,9 1,3 

-ACQUA CALDA 1,0 1,5 

-RISCALDAMENTO 7 ,4 . 10,8 

-CENTRALIZZATO 2,1 4,7 

-AUTONOMO 4,6 5,2 

-STUFE 0,8 0,9 
-TOTALE RESIDENZ, 9,3 13.6 
-TERZIARIO 2,0 3,4 

INDUSTRIAL! 9,7 13.5 
SINTESI CHIMICA . L8 2,0 

AUT0TRAZI0NE 0,3 0,5 

TERM0ELETTRIC0 2,8 5,0 

T0TALE VENDITE 26,0 38,0 


